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Abstract 
The effect of condensation on air-side heat transfer perfonnance has been studied 
for plain-fin-and-tube and wavy-louvered heat exchangers with fm spacings of2.12, 1.57, 
and 1.27 tnm. Wet and dry heat exchanger experiments have been conducted to obtain 
sensible heat transfer, pressure drop, and condensate retention data to help understand the 
effects of retained condensate on heat exchanger perfonnance. Condensate retention 
behavior was characterized by measurements of the real-time and steady-state mass of 
retained condensate. Sensible j and friction factor correlations have been developed using 
dimensional analysis and the experimental data for the heat exchangers under wet and dry 
conditions. A condensate retention model has been developed to help predict the quantity 
of retained condensate on plain-fin-and-tube heat exchangers based on geometry, contact 
angles, and orientation. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction and Literature Review 
Introduction 
Condensation will occur on a heat transfer surface when the surface operates 
below the dewpoint of the incoming air. Depending on the wettability of the heat 
exchanger surface, condensate will fonn in either a dropwise or filmwise mode and will 
continue to accumulate on the surface until it is removed by air-flow, gravitational, or 
surface tension forces. The effect of condensation on heat exchanger perfonnance has 
been of interest to many researchers. Whether it is in air-conditioning or in refrigeration 
applications, the condensation that occurs on a heat exchanger surface will affect the 
pressure drop and heat transfer perfonnance. Condensate retained on a heat exchanger 
will restrict air flow and increase the air-side pressure drop across the heat exchanger. 
Although there have been many studies of condensing heat exchangers and some initial 
efforts on understanding the physics of condensate retention, a good model for predicting 
the quantity of retained condensate has not been developed and the effects of 
condensation on heat exchanger perfonnance are not clearly understood. 
The purpose of this project was to detennine the effect of condensate on air-side 
heat transfer perfonnance and to develop a new model for predicting the quantity of 
retained condensate on a heat exchangers. A wind tunnel was designed and constructed 
for testing heat exchangers under dry and condensing conditions. Experiments were 
conducted to obtain steady-state and real-time measurements of condensate retention. 
Furthennore, heat transfer and pressure drop data for heat exchangers under dry and 
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condensing conditions were recorded. The data from the experiments were used to aid in 
development and validation of a retention model. 
Literature Review 
Early Studies 
Bettanini [1] studied simultaneous heat and mass transfer on a simple planar 
surface mounted in a vertical orientation. Under wet conditions an increase in heat 
transfer for both filmwise and dropwise condensation was observed, but the dropwise 
condensation had a greater effect. The enhancement in heat transfer was explained by the 
increased surface roughness of the heat transfer surface when condensation forms. An 
analogous effect was obtained by increasing the surface roughness of the test surface by 
spraying solid gypsum drops on the plate. It was concluded that the increase in heat 
transfer performance depended on both the surface roughness and the mass transfer on 
heat transfer . 
. Guillory and McQuiston [2] studied a parallel-plate heat exchanger under 
condensing conditions. Experimental j and f factors for the heat exchanger under wet and 
dry conditions were compared. Results showed an increase in both pressure drop and heat 
transfer for the exchanger when operating under wet conditions. In agreement with 
Bettanini, Guillory and McQuiston explained that the condensate forming on the heat 
exchanger increased the surface roughness and increased the heat transfer and pressure 
drop under wet conditions. 
Realizing that condensate was an important factor in heat transfer, McQuiston [3] 
extended his work to observe water retention behavior in his parallel plate heat exchanger 
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studies. Again an increase in friction factor and heat transfer was found for exchangers 
under wet conditions. He also found that at low Reynolds numbers a considerable time 
was required for steady state droplet fonnation. At steady state a particular surface was 
found to hold a given amount of condensate over the range of Reynolds numbers tested. 
McQuiston made visual observations and found that dropwise condensation was 
promoted on aluminum, copper-nickel, and copper surfaces. The aluminum surface was 
found to retain the most condensate while copper held the least; however, the surface 
energy ofthe test surface, i.e., the contact angles, were not measured. It was observed that 
larger drops were associated with larger quantities of condensate. 
Tree and Helmer [4] also studied a parallel plate heat exchanger under condensing 
conditions. Unlike Guillory and Mcquiston, they found that condensation did not effect 
the sensible heat transfer and pressure drop for laminar air flow. However, agreement was 
found in the transitional and turbulent regime, where condensate was found to increase 
heat transfer and pressure drop. 
Plain-Fin-and-Tube Heat Exchangers 
Heat transfer for plain-fin-tube heat exchangers exposed to condensing conditions 
were studied by McQuiston [5]. He tested five heat exchangers with fin spacings of 6.35, 
3.18,2.54,2.12, and 1.81 mm and developed correlations for both wet and dry conditions 
[6]. Three surface conditions were studied: dry surface, wet surface with filmwise 
condensation, and wet surface with dropwise condensation. It was found that the type and 
condition of a surface has a significant effect on the heat, mass, and momentum transport 
processes. It was noted that there were two modes of condensation, but the contact angles 
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were never measured. Under condensing conditions McQuiston found an increase in 
sensible heat transfer for heat exchangers with a fin spacing of 6.35 and 3.18 mm. 
However, for heat exchangers with a fin spacing less than3.18 mm, wet surface 
conditions showed a decrease in sensible j. At wider fin spacings, the effect of filmwise 
condensation is minor while dropwise condensation will increase the friction factor 
significantly. 
Seshimo et aZ. [7] conducted an experimental study of the air-side perfonnance of 
a single-row plain-fin-and-tube heat exchanger under condensing conditions. It was found 
that, under wet conditions, there was an enhancement in heat transfer and an increase in 
pressure drop. Heat transfer increased about 20% and the pressure drop increased by 30 to 
40%. This behavior was attributed to the presence of condensate on the heat exchangers. 
Wang et aZ. [8] studied the perfonnance of plain-fin-and-tube heat exchangers 
under dehumidifying conditions. The effects of fin spacing, number of tube rows, and 
inlet conditions were investigated. Nine plain-fin-and tube heat exchangers were tested 
with fm spacing ranging from 1.82 mm to 3.2 mm and 2, 4, and 6 tube rows. Heat 
transfer perfonnance and friction factors were observed for the exchangers at a relative 
humidity of 50% and 90%. The friction factors for wet coils were found to be much 
larger than those of dry coils. For fully wet conditions, the friction factors were found to 
be 60 to 120% higher than for dry conditions and insensitive to change in inlet air relative 
humidity, fin spacing, and the number of tube rows. Sensible j factors under 
dehumidifying conditions were not found to be dependent on the inlet air conditions. 
Under wet conditions, a degradation in sensible heat transfer was seen at low Reynolds 
numbers. At high Reynolds numbers a small enhancement in heat transfer perfonnance 
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was observed under wet conditions but the enhancement disappeared as the number of 
tube rows increased. 
Korte and Jacobi [9] studied the effects of condensate retention on the air-side 
perfonnance of plain-fin-and-tube heat exchangers. Experiments were conducted under 
dry conditions and then repeated under condensing conditions. It was found that the heat 
transfer perfonnance under condensing conditions was dependent on the fin spacing. An 
enhancement in heat transfer for wet conditions was seen for a heat exchanger with a fin 
spacing of 6.35 mm but not for a heat exchanger with a fin spacing of 3.18 mm. The 
results for the heat exchanger with a fin spacing of 3.18 mm showed the heat transfer 
perfonnance under wet conditions to sometimes be better and sometimes worse than for 
dry conditions. It was also found that the effect of condensation on friction factor was 
dependent on fin spacing. Similar friction factors were observed for a heat exchanger 
with a fin spacing of6.35 mm under wet and dry conditions. At a fin spacing of3.18 mm, 
there was a significant increase in friction factor under wet conditions. However, with 
increasing air-flow rates the quantity of retained condensate and the increase in friction 
factor decreased. 
Chuah et al. [10] perfonned experiments on the dehumidification perfonnance of 
a finned tube air-to-water heat exchanger. Experiments were conducted to measure the 
heat and mass transfer perfonnance at various air velocities and water flow rates. It was 
found that the dehumidification capacity increased with the water velocity, but decreased 
with increasing air velocity, except at the highest water velocity. For increases in 
dehumidification perfonnance, increases in water velocity was necessary. Experimental 
data were compared to published correlations and the calculated dehumidification 
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capacity was overpredicted by as much as 1.5 to 2 times at the maximum air velocity. 
Discrepancies were attributed to differences in heat exchanger geometry and revised 
correlations were developed. 
Ha et al. [11] studied the hydraulic performance of wet fin-and-tube heat 
exchangers with various wettability surfaces. Contact angle measurements were obtained 
and used to characterize each of the different surfaces. For all surfaces, an increase in 
pressure drop was found for heat exchangers under wet conditions. The increase in 
pressure drop was greater with increasing contact angles. It was also found that surfaces 
with smaller contact angles held less condensate and required less time to reach a steady 
value of retained condensate. Furthermore, pressure drop models for dry and wet heat 
exchangers with dropwise condensation were developed. 
Enhanced-Fin Heat Exchangers 
Yoshii et al. [12] examined the effects of dropwise condensation on the pressure 
drop and heat transfer performance of wavy fin heat exchangers. It was found that 
pressure drop for wet heat exchangers was 50 to 100% higher than for dry exchangers. 
Under wet conditions, a 20 to 40% enhancement in heat transfer coefficient was found for 
heat exchangers. In order to investigate the effect of condensate on heat transfer and flow 
loss, flow patterns were visually studied in a water tunnel with simulated condensate on 
fin surfaces. Various condensate geometries were studied and it was concluded that 
condensate on wet surfaces had complicated effects on heat transfer and flow loss. Some 
drops were found to increase the heat transfer coefficient under wet conditions while 
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others drops decreased or had no effect on the heat transfer coefficient for the fin 
configuration tested. 
Mirth and Ramadhyani [13] conducted an experimental study of wavy-finned heat 
exchangers to determine the heat transfer performance under wet and dry conditions and 
to develop dry-surface Nusselt n~ber and friction factor correlations [14]. The effect of 
condensation on Nusselt numbers was inconclusive with wet results scattered among the' 
dry results. Similar to other heat exchanger studies [5] [7], the friction factor was found to 
be greater under condensing conditions when compared to dry conditions. 
Youn et al. [15] studied the pressure drop and heat transfer characteristics of 
plain, wavy and wavy-slit fin-and-tube heat exchangers under dry conditions. Under dry 
conditions, plain-fin-and-tube heat exchangers were found to have friction factors 20 to 
45% lower than that of the wavy-fin geometry at the same Reynolds number. It was also 
shown that the heat transfer coefficient for a wavy-fin heat exchanger is higher than for a 
plain-fin exchanger. The difference in heat transfer between plain-fin and wavy-fin 
exchangers becomes larger at higher air velocities and larger fin spacings. 
Modeling Condensate Retention 
Jacobi and Goldschmidt [16] proposed a simple condensate retention model that 
examined condensate bridges that formed between adjacent fins on a baffled, fin-tube 
heat exchanger. The sensible j factor for condensing heat exchangers was found to be 
higher than the dry case at high Reynolds numbers. However, at low Reynolds numbers 
the dry j factor was found to be higher than the wet case. The model was successful in 
explaining the cross-over that was noticed in this sensible j factor behavior. 
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Korte and Jacobi [9] developed a model to predict the quantity of retained 
condensate for uncoated aluminum plain-fin-and-tube heat exchangers with a fin spacing 
of 6.35 mm. The quantity of retained condensate was determined by calculating the 
volume of retained condensate and multiplying this volume by the density of the water. 
Unlike previous studies, the model incorporated advancing and receding contact angles 
that were used to determine surface tension forces. Modeling techniques were relatively 
successful in predicting the quantity of retained condensate for the heat exchanger with a 
fin spacing of 6.35 mm; however, many higher order effects that complicate drop 
distributions and the area covered by droplets were not included. 
Objectives 
The objectives of this project were to determine the effect of condensate retention 
on air-side heat transfer performance and to develop a condensate retention model for 
predicting the quantity of retained condensate on plain-fin-and-tube heat exchangers. Air-
side heat transfer performance has been determined for heat exchangers under dry and 
condensing conditions. Experiments were conducted to obtain sensible heat transfer, 
condensate retention, and pressure drop data to help understand the effects of condensate 
on heat exchanger performance. A model has been developed to help predict the quantity 
of retained condensate on·a heat exchanger surface based on geometry, contact angle, and 
orientation. The model considers the balance between gravitational, air-flow, and surface-
tension forces on condensate droplets. 
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Chapter 2 - Experimental Apparatus and Methods 
A closed-loop wind tunnel was designed and constructed for testing heat 
exchangers under condensing conditions. Heat exchanger performance and condensate 
retention measurements were obtained using the apparatus. This chapter describes the 
experimental apparatus, instruments, experimental procedures, and heat exchangers tested 
for this research. 
Experimental Apparatus 
The experimental apparatus consisted of a closed-loop wind tunnel, a test section 
for testing of heat exchangers exposed to horizontal air-flow, and a coolant loop which 
circulates a single-phase coolant. An electronic balance was used to measure the quantity 
of condensate retained on the heat exchanger surface in the wind tunnel, and a CCD 
camera was used to record images of water droplets used for contact-angle measurements. 
A closed environment "glove box" was used to study droplet distribution on a stock fin 
sample. 
The wind tunnel is shown schematically in Figure 2.1. It was used to obtain 
measurements of retained condensate and heat-transfer performance for various types of 
heat exchanger geometries. Experiments were conducted with a horizontal flow of air, 
and specimens were tested at various air flow rates typical to refrigerator/freezer, room 
air-conditioning, and mobile air-conditioning applications. The closed-loop wind tunnel 
allowed temperature, humidity, and air flow rate control. Air temperature was controlled 
by varying the power supplied to five electical resistance heaters which were capable of 
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adding 2.5 kW to the air flow. Evenly spaced Type-T thermocouples were used both 
upsteam and downstream of the test section to measure the inlet and outlet air 
temperature. A six-filermocouple grid was used upstream and a twelve-thermocouple grid 
was used downstream to measure the average inlet and outlet air temperatures. Each 
thermocouple was individually referenced to a thermocouple located in an ice bath, and 
calibrated to a NIST traceable mercury-in-glass thermometer using a thermostatic bath. 
Calibration data were fit with fifth order polynomials for each thermocouple to give an 
uncertainty of ±O.3°C. The dewpoint of the air was maintained by injecting steam at a 
controlled rate. The dewpoints of the air were measured by chilled mirror hygrometers 
with a measurement uncertainty of ±0.2°C. The inlet dewpoint measurement was used to 
provide a control signal for closed-loop dewpoint control. The control signal was sent to a 
PID controller which adjusted the output of the humidifier to maintain the desired inlet 
air dewpoint. Both the heaters and the steam injection were located downstream of the 
test section before the axial fan. The axial fan mixed the conditioned air and provided 
volumetric flow rates up to 8.55 m3/min. Air was drawn from a thermal mixing chamber 
and passed through a set of screens, honeycomb flow straighteners, and a 9: 1 contraction 
to obtain steady laminar flow before passing through the test section. 
A unique test section, shown in Figure 2.2, was designed for testing wet heat 
exchangers. The design allows for both real-time and steady-state measurements of the 
mass of retained condensate. The test section was constructed using clear acrylic to allow 
for optical access and insulated with 1.27 cm thick foam. An interchangeable frame was 
implemented to allow for testing of heat exchangers of varying length. Upstream and 
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downstream press~e taps were located on all four sides of the rectangular test section for 
measuring the pressure drop across the heat exchanger. The pressure taps were located 
approximately three inches upstream and downstream of the heat exchanger and on the 
centerline of each side of the test section. An electric manometer with an uncertainty of 
±0.124 Pa was used to measure the air-side pressure drop across the heat exchanger. Face 
velocities were measured at the test section using a constant temperature thermal 
anemometer. The face velocity· was determined by taking three equally spaced 
measurements traversing the height of the heat exchanger at each of the five velocity 
measurement locations shown in Figure 2.3. A total of fifteen measurements were 
recorded and an average face velocity was determined. The velocity measurements were 
within 13% of the average at the lowest velocity and 8% at the highest velocity. The 
maximum turbulence intensity, measured outside of the thermocouple wakes, was found 
to be 1.4%. 
A single-phase ethylene glycol (DOWTHERM 4000) and water mixture was 
circulated on the tube side of the heat exchanger. A chiller controlled the coolant 
temperature, and the mixture was circulated through a copper tubing loop by two pumps. 
The copper tubing loop was insulated with 9.5 mm thick foam, (estimated foam 
conductivity of 0.3 W/mk). The heat exchanger was connected to the copper tubing with 
flexible, reinforced, PVC tubing which was also insulated by 9.5 mm thick foam. 
Coolant-side temperatures were measured using type-T immersion thermocouples located 
approximately two meters upstream and downstream of the heat exchanger. The 
thermocouple junction was installed at approximately the center of the copper tube and 
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before reaching the thermocouple, the glycol and water mixture passed through several 
elbows at Reynolds numbers greater than 6000. Each thermocouple was individually 
referenced to a thermocouple located in an ice bath. Coolant flow rate was measured 
using an oscillating piston type flow meter with a manufacturer reported measurement 
uncertainty of ±O.S%. A transmitter attached to the flow meter provided a l-SV pulse . 
with a frequency proportional to the volumetric flow rate. A Philips programmable 
timer/counter was used to count the number of pulses over a timed cycle with an 
uncertainty of ±2 pulses. 
A glove box as shown schematically in Figure 2.4 was designed and constructed 
for studying droplet distribution on the fin surface. The apparatus was a sealed box made 
of clear plexiglas. Inside the closed environment was a Peltier device used for cooling a 
fm stock sample. A beaker of water was used to humidify the air in the glove box. Water 
was condensed onto the fin sample, and photographs were recorded at various locations 
of the fin. 
Experimental Conditions and Procedures 
For dry experiments a range of conditions were used to study heat transfer, air-
side pressure drop, and condensate retention. Heat exchangers were exposed to an air 
velocity range of approximately 0.8 to 2.0 mls. For dry experiments the inlet dewpoint of 
the air was kept at a minimum. In order to ensure that condensation did not occur during a 
dry experiment, the inlet coolant temperature was set so that the temperature of the tube 
wall was above the dewpoint of the air. Inlet temperatures were monitored to determine 
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when conditions had reached steady-state. Steady-state conditions were detennined when 
the inlet air temperature varied by less than ±l°C and the inlet coolant temperature varied 
by less than ±O.2°C over a period of approximately 2 minutes. The thennocouples, chilled 
mirror hygrometers, and the coolant flow meter were connected to a computer data 
acquisition system. Eleven rea4ings from each instrument were recorded over a period of 
45 seconds, and the results for each instrument were averaged. While the data acquisition 
system acquired temperature and coolant flow-rate data, the pressure drop and face 
velocity measurements were recorded manually using an electronic manometer and 
constant-temperature anemometer. While recording the data the average inlet air 
temperature varied by less than ±O.15°C and the coolant inlet temperature varied by less 
than ±O.2°C. 
For wet experiments a variety of test conditions were set to ensure condensation 
on the heat exchangers. Wet-experiment conditions were achieved by setting the inlet 
dewpoint to approximately 23.9°C, inlet air temperature to 34°C, and inlet coolant 
temperature to about 3°C. Similar to the dry experiments, the inlet air temperature and 
inlet air dewpoint were used to detennine steady-state conditions. Steady-state conditions 
were satisfied when the inlet air temperature varied by less than ± I °C and inlet coolant 
and dewpoint varied by less than ±O.2°C over a period of approximately 2 minutes. 
However, unlike the dry experiments the inlet conditions were not the only determining 
factors for steady-state conditions. Under condensing conditions, sufficient time was 
allowed for retained condensate on the heat exchangers to reach steady-state. The 
minimum amount of time needed for condensate retention to reach a steady value was 
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detennined from the real-time retention measurements. For experiments where real-time 
retention measurements were not recorded, heat exchangers were exposed to condensing 
conditions for a minimum of one hour before data were recorded. 
Real-time measurements of retained condensate were obtained by placing the 
balance below the heat exchanger support. The weight of the heat exchanger and retained 
condensate was translated through the support onto the balance. The weight was 
measured using a calibrated electronic balance with readability of 0.1 g and recorded 
every 30 seconds until the retention reached a steady value. From the real-time 
measurements, condensate retention was found to reach a steady value within 20 minutes. 
The steady-state quantity of retained condensate was detennined by exposing the heat 
exchanger to prolonged condensing conditions and then removing the heat exchanger 
loaded with condensate. The heat exchanger was weighed, allowed to dry, and then 
weighed again to determine the quantity of retained condensate. The real-time 
measurement for quantity of retained condensate measured in the test section agreed 
within 15% of the steady state value. 
Heat Exchanger Specifications 
This research project studied plain-fin-and-tube heat exchangers and wavy-
louvered fin exchangers. Diagrams of the two types of heat exchangers are shown in 
Figures 2.5 and 2.6. Experiments conducted on these heat exchangers measured heat 
transfer perfonnance under both wet and dry conditions. Furthermore, the amount of 
retained condensate for both real-time and steady-state conditions were studied. By 
obtaining such data, the effects of retained condensate on heat exchanger perfonnance 
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could be studied. The plain-fin-and-tube heat exchangers were used as a baseline for 
comparison to the more complicated wavy-louvered fin exchangers. Figure 2.7 shows the 
details for the wavy-fin geometry used in this research. All heat exchangers had an 
uncoated fin surface. Heat exchanger specifications are noted in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. 
Contact Angle Measurements 
Johnson and Dettre [17] discussed several methods for measuring advancing and 
receding contact angles. The advancing and receding contact angles are the significant 
angles that define retention characteristics. The maximum possible contact angle or 
advancing contact angle is established as the contact line advances over a previously 
unwetted portion of the solid. The receding contact angle is the minimum possible 
contact angle and is established as the contact line recedes over a previously wetted 
portion of a solid. For this research the technique that was adopted for measuring contact 
angles is shown in Figure 2.8 and involves the adding and removing of water through a 
syringe to a droplet laying on a horizontal surface. The syringe was held in contact with 
the droplet throughout the experiment and a CCD camera was used to take a digital 
photograph of the droplet at the onset of motion of the contact line. The advancing and 
receding contact angles were then measured using Scion Image, a scientific image 
acquisition and analysis software. The difference between these two angles provides the 
interfacial surface tension forces that allow for a droplet to stick to a surface. 
Measurements were recorded for a new stock fin surface along with samples of fin that 
were exposed to condensing conditions. These exposed samples were obtained by cutting 
the plain-fin-and-tube heat exchangers that were used for this research. The contact 
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angles for an unexposed fin surface and a surface exposed to condensing conditions is 
shown in Table 2.3. 
Uncertainty 
Details . of uncertainties in the experimental measurements are discussed in. 
Appendix C. The chilled mirror hygrometers used to measure the dewpoint of the air had 
a measurement uncertainty of±0.2°C. Air-flow velocities were measured using a constant 
thermal anemometer and had a calibrated uncertainty of 1 %. The electronic manometer 
used to measure the air-side pressure drop across a heat exchanger had an uncertainty of 
0.124 Pa. Type-T thermocouples were used to measure the air and coolant temperatures 
and had a calibrated uncertainty of ±O.3°C. Coolant flow rate was measured with an 
oscillating piston type flow meter and had a measurement uncertainty of ±0.5%. The 
uncertainty in condensate retention measurements was hard to calculate since the 
uncertainties in the electronic balance are negligible to other sources of error. The values 
for the mass of retained condensate determined from the real-time experiments agreed 
within 15% of the steady-state values. 
The propagation of error through the measured values introduces an uncertainty in 
calculated parameters. The uncertainty in coolant mass flow rate was determined to be 
0.7%. The uncertainty in Reynolds number based on collar diameter was approximately 
10% and the air-side heat transfer coefficient had an uncertainty of about 11 %. The 
sensible j and friction factor had an uncertainty of 11.9% and 20.3%, respectively. 
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Figure 2.1 Wind tunnel for testing heat exchangers under condensing conditions 
and exposed to horizontal airflow (A) 9:1 contraction (B) insulated test section 
(C) calibrated electronic balance (D) five electrical resistance heaters, 
(E) steam injection (F) axial fan. 
Figure 2.2 Test section used for testing of wet heat exchangers 
(A) interchangeable frame (B) thermocouple grid (C) chilled mirror hygrometers 
(D) pressure taps (E) heat exchanger support (F) funnel. 
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Figure 2.3 Top view of test section showing velocity measurement locations. 
At each measurement location three equally spaced velocity measurements 
traversed the height of the heat exchanger. 
Figure 2.4 Closed environment glove box apparatus for examining 
condensing fin samples (A) peltier device and liquid heat exchanger 
(B) fin stock (C) beaker with water (D) glove (E) fan. 
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Figure 2.6 Heat exchanger geometry for wavy-louvered heat exchangers. 
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Figure 2.7 Details of wavy-louver fin geometry 
Figure 2.8 Technique for measuring contact angles which involved the adding and 
removing of water through a syringe to a droplet laying on a horizontal surface [17] 
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Table 2.1 General heat exchanger specifications 
... 
Heat Exchanger 1.l7P, l.oS9P,1.12P, 1.27PS, 1.59WL,1.59WL,2.12WL 
Number of Tubes 2 rows with 8 tubes in each row 
W(mm) 304.8 
Hr(mm) 203.2 
Lr(mm) 44.1 
St(mm) 25.4 
S.(mm) 22.0 
8 (mm) 0.114 
Fin Material Aluminum 
Tube Material Copper 
Table 2.2 Heat exchanger specifications 
HX 2.12P 1.S9P 1.27P 2.12PS 2.12WL 1.S9WL 1.27WL 
fs (mm) 2.12 1.59 1.27 2.12 2.12 1.59 1.27 
Deon (mm) 9.65 9.65 9.65 7.11 9.65 9.65 9.65 
Table 2.3 Contact angle measurements for new and exposed fin. 
Material Condition ·eA 2a Gii' 2a DeViation R Deviation 
Uncoated New 89.6
0 1.20 42.40 3.00 
Aluminum Exposed 85.50 11.00 37.30 18.60 
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Chapter 3 - Experimental Results and Discussion 
Real-Time Condensate Retention 
A plot showing condensate retention versus time for the plain-fin-and-tube heat 
exchanger with a fin spacing of 2.12 mm over a range of face velocities is shown in 
Figure 3.1. Condensate accumulated on the heat exchanger and is held by surface tension 
forces. The condensate began to shed when air-flow and gravitational forces overcame 
the surface tension forces. The quantity of retained condensate increased and reached a 
maximum. Shortly after reaching the maximum, the quantity of retained condensate 
dropped. This drop in quantity of retained condensate means that the amount of 
condensate shedding off the heat exchanger is greater than that ac.cumulating on the heat 
exchanger. This pronounced maximum behavior is seen at all face velocities for the plain 
fin heat exchanger with a fin spacing of 2.12 mm. Eventually the retention reaches a 
steady value, reflecting an equilibrium between condensate deposition and shedding. 
Real-time retention behavior for plain-fin-and-tube heat exchangers with fin spacings of 
1.27, 1.59, and 2.12 mm exposed to approximately the same face velocity is shown in 
Figure 3.2. This figure shows that the pronounced maximum behavior disappears as the 
fin density increases. 
As shown in Figure 3.3, condensate retention versus time for the wavy-louvered 
heat exchanger with a fin spacing of 1.59 mm did not exhibit the pronounced maximum 
observed on the lower fin density plain-fin heat exchangers. The plot shows that for a 
range of face velocites the retained condensate increased and approached a maximum. 
After reaching the maximum, the quantity retained was constant. As shown in Figure 3.4 
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the same behavior was observed for each of the different :fin spacings for this type of heat 
exchanger. 
Steady-State Condensate Retention 
Steady-state condensate retention results are shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. 
Experiments were performed on all the heat exchangers except for the plain fin heat 
exchanger with the smaller tube diameter and a fin spacing of 2.12 Mm. Similar trends 
were observed for all the heat exchangers. 
Figure 3.5 shows retained condensate divided by the total heat transfer area for the 
plain-fin-and-tube heat exchanger exposed to various air velocities. The heat exchangers 
were exposed to a range of face velocities between 0.8 mls and 2.0 mls. All three heat 
exchangers showed that in this range the effects of air-flow rate on condensate retention 
were minimal. The independence of condensate retention on air velocity agrees with 
McQuiston [3] who also found that under steady-state conditions over a Reynolds 
number range of 600 to 5000 a particular surface will hold a given amount of condensate 
regardless of the Reynolds number. The quantity of retained condensate was dependent 
on fin geometry and contact angles. As fin density increased the quantity of retained 
condensate also increased. The heat exchanger with a :fin spacing of 2.12 mm retained 
approximately 90 g/m2, and the quantity retained increased to about 120 g/m2 for the heat 
exchanger with a :fin spacing of 1.27 Mm. These results were similar to the wavy-
louvered experiments. The wavy-louvered heat exchangers that were tested also had fm 
spacings of 1.27, 1.59, and 2.12 Mm. Figure 3.6 shows the three heat exchangers exposed 
to a range of air velocities between 0.8 mls and 2.0 mls. The retained condensate divided 
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by the total heat transfer area increased with increasing fin density. For the wavy-
louvered heat exchanger with a fin spacing of 2.12 mm the quantity retained was 
approximately 100 glm2 and at a fin spacing of 1.27 mm the quantity retained increased 
to about 145 glm2• 
Figure 3.7 compares the steady-state condensate retention per heat transfer area on . 
plain-fin versus wavy-louvered heat exchangers for three different fin densities. The 
figure shows that at a given fin density the wavy-louvered heat exchangers hold more 
condensate than the plain-fin heat exchangers. The wavy-louvered heat exchangers 
retained anywhere from about 10 to 20% more water, depending on the fin spacing. 
Wavy-louvered exchangers held more water than plain-fin exchangers because of 
condensate sweeping effects. In a wavy-louvered heat exchanger there is less sweeping 
and removing of condensate than for a plain-fin heat exchanger. Less removal of 
condensate occurs on a wavy-louvered heat exchanger than a plain-fin heat exchanger 
because of the differences in the maximum drop size and the number of drops that reach 
the maximum drop size. Because of the louvers, the maximum drop size found on a 
wavy-louvered heat exchanger will be smaller than that found on a plain-fin heat 
exchanger. This means that less droplets reach their maximum size and are removed from 
the heat exchanger. Since less droplets get removed, less condensate shedding occurs. 
Air-Side Heat Transfer Results 
In order to gain a better understanding of how condensate retention effects air-side 
heat transfer performance of plain-fin-and-tube and wavy-louvered heat exchangers, 
experiments were conducted and the sensible air-side heat transfer coefficients were 
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determined for both dry and wet conditions. The data reduction procedure used to 
determine the air-side heat transfer coefficient is outlined in ARI Standard 410 [18]. 
Details ofthe data reduction procedure are discussed in Appendix A. 
Sensible j and friction factors 
The sensible j factors and friction factors were calculated for all the heat 
exchangers under both wet and dry conditions. Equations 3.1 and 3.3 were used to 
calculate sensible j and friction factors, which allowed for comparison of heat transfer 
performance under the two different conditions. 
Nu h St=--=---
RePr G air Cp air 
f = 2M ~ Pair (Amin J -(1 + (Amin J2)( P ~ir'in -IJ( Amin J(~J 
G A tot A fr Pair ,out A tot Pair ,m 
where Pair,in + Pair,out 
Pair = 2 
GDeoU ReDeoU =-..:;..:..:.:... 
J-l air 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Sensible j and f factors for the plain-fin-and-tube heat exchanger with the smaller 
tube diameter and a fin spacing of2.12 mm are shown in Figure 3.8. The plot shows j and 
f for the heat exchanger under wet and dry conditions. An increase in f factor of 
approximately 40% is seen for the heat exchanger under wet conditions. The condensate 
that forms on a heat exchanger while operating under condensing conditions will restrict 
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flow and increase the pressure drop across the heat exchanger. A reduction in sensible j of 
about 70% was seen for the heat exchanger under condensing conditions. The reduction 
in j may be attributed to the condensation that accumulates on the heat exchanger 
surfaces. Other researchers have reported similar behavior. Jacobi and Goldschmidt [16] 
noticed lower wet j factors for heat exchangers operating at lower Reynolds numbers. 
Agreement was found by the work of Uv and Sonju [19] who showed that at Reynolds 
numbers based on tube collar diameter less than 2000 there was a degradation in sensible 
j factor under wet conditions. 
Figure 3.9 shows sensible j and f factors for the plain-fin-and-tube heat 
exchangers with fin spacings of 1.27, 1.59, and 2.12 mm under both wet and dry 
conditions. For all three fin spacings the effect of condensation on air-side friction factor 
was significant. An increase in friction factor was seen across all three fin spacings for 
the plain-fin-and-tube heat exchangers under wet conditions. At fin spacings of 2.12 and 
1.59 mm the difference between wet and dry f was approximately 45% whereas for the 
plain-fin heat exchanger with a fin spacing of 1.27 mm the difference increased to about 
70%. The greater increase in friction factor seen for the heat exchanger with a fin spacing 
of 1.27 mm is due to condensate and fin geometry. Condensate bridges form between 
adjacent fins and as the fin spacing decreases the number of bridges increases. 
Condensate retention experiments showed that heat exchangers with tighter fin spacing 
will retain more water per heat transfer area. This was shown in Figure 3.5. The larger 
amount of retention found on heat exchangers with a tighter fm spacing will result in 
more restricted air-flow. The restricted air-flow will increase pressure drop across the 
heat exchanger, resulting in a higher friction factor. The effect of condensation on j was 
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also consistent for all three plain-fin heat exchangers -- decrease in j was seen under wet 
conditions. The difference in j seemed to be more significant as the fin spacing decreased. 
At a fin spacing of 2.12 mm the difference in j was approximately 50% and at a fin 
spacing of 1.27 mm the difference increased to approximately 120%. Condensate bridges 
that form more easily for heat exchangers with tighter fin spacings will decrease the 
amount of heat transfer area. The increased number of bridges may explain the more 
severe degradation in sensible j factor for the heat exchangers with tighter fin spacings. 
The effects of condensation on j and f factors for wavy-louvered heat exchangers 
are shown in Figure 3.10. Sensible j and f factors under wet and dry conditions are shown 
for three different fin spacings of 1.27, 1.59, and 2.12 mm. An increase of approximately 
30% in friction factor is seen for all three heat exchangers under wet conditions. Similar 
to the plain-fm heat exchangers, a decrease in j was seen under wet conditions. The 
decrease inj was more significant for the heat exchangers with wider fin spacing. For the 
wavy-louvered heat exchanger with a fin spacing of 1.27 mm, the difference in j under 
wet and dry conditions is approximately 50% whereas the difference increased to about 
80% for the heat exchanger with a fin spacing of 2.12 mm. Increases in heat transfer 
performance can be attributed to fin geometry. For plain-fin heat exchangers the thermal 
boundary layer becomes thicker along the length of the fin. This will decrease the heat 
transfer coefficient. However, in a louvered fin heat exchanger the thermal boundary 
layer is restarted at each louver, thus maintaining a higher heat transfer coefficient. 
However, when a heat exchanger operates under wet conditions, condensate bridges fill 
up inter-louver gaps and the boundary layer is no longer restarted. A heat exchanger with 
a tighter fin spacing will form a greater number of bridges. The more severe degradation 
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in sensible j factor for the wavy-louvered heat exchangers with tighter fin spacings may 
be attributed to the increased number of condensate bridges. 
A comparison was also made between the plain-fin-and-tube and wavy-louvered 
heat exchangers. Figure 3.11 shows j and f factors for two heat exchangers with the same 
fin spacing under dry and wet conditions. Under dry conditions, friction factor for the 
wavy-louvered heat exchanger was about 45% higher than for the plain-fin exchanger. 
The higher friction factor for the wavy-louvered heat exchanger is due to geometry 
differences. Air-flow is more interrupted in the wavy-louvered heat exchanger and a 
higher pressure drop results. Youn et al. [14] also found lower friction factors for plain-
fin-and-tube heat exchangers under dry conditions. Compared to the plain-fin heat 
e:xchanger, the j factor was higher for the wavy-louvered heat exchanger under dry 
conditions. Over the range of Reynolds numbers tested, dry j was about 30% higher for 
the wavy-louvered heat exchanger. The higher sensible j for the wavy-louvered heat 
exchanger can be attributed to the higher heat transfer coefficient caused by the louvers 
that restart the thermal boundary layer. As shown in Figure 3.l1b, the higher sensible j 
and friction factor found for the wavy-louvered heat exchanger under dry conditions 
disappeared once condensation formed on the heat exchangers. 
Sensible j and f Factor Correlations 
Sensible j and f factor correlations have been developed for plain-fin-and-tube and 
wavy-louvered heat exchangers under both wet and dry conditions. Table 3.1 shows the 
correlations developed for the heat exchangers. A Buckingham-II analysis was used to 
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detennine relevant dimensionless parameters and Equation 3.6 shows the proposed 
equation used for sensible j and f factor correlations for this research. Details of this 
analysis are described in Appendix B. 
j,1 = C(ReDcOIl)a(~Jb 
DColl 
(3.6) 
where C, a, and b are constants. 
A best fit multiple regression was found by minimizing the root mean square given in 
Equation 3.7. The root mean square was minimized with respect to the constants C, a, and 
b by using a variable metric search method. 
1 n 
root mean square = - '" (X exp n - X CO" n r n~' . (3.7) 
where n is the number of data points. 
Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13 show that the correlations that were developed for the 
plain-fin-and-tube heat exchangers estimated the j and f factors within 20% of the 
experimental data. Under dry conditions, 93% of the dry fwere correlated within 20%, 
and 93% of dry j were within 20%. For wet conditions 86% of the wet fwere correlated 
within 20%, and all wet j were within 20%. The correlations that were developed for the 
wavy-louvered heat exchangers also estimated the j and f factors within 20% of the 
experimental data. Figure 3.14 shows that under dry conditions, 94% of the dry f and dry 
j were within 20%. For wet conditions Figure 3.15 shows that the wet f and wet j data 
always fell within 20% of the correlation. Table 3.2 shows the root mean square values 
for the sensible j and f factor correlations developed for plain-fin and wavy-louvered heat 
exchangers under wet and dry conditions. 
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Figure 3.1 Real-time retention plot for a plain-fin-and-tube heat exchanger with 
a fin spacing of2.12 mm exposed to various face velocities 
Inlet Condition Tin - 34°C, dewpointm -23.9°C, Trefin - 2.8°C 
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Figure 3.2 Real-time retention plot for plain-fin-and-tube heat exchangers 
with fin spacings of 1.27, 1.59, and 2.12 mm exposed to a fixed face velocity 
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Figure 3.3 Real-time retention plot for a wavy-louvered heat exchanger with 
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heat exchangers under steady-state conditions 
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Figure 3.6 Condensate retention / Atot for wavy-louvered 
heat exchangers under steady-state conditions 
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Figure 3.7 Steady-state condensate retention / Atot for wavy-louvered versus plain-fm 
heat exchangers with varying fin spacings (a) 2.12 mm (b) 1.59 mm (c) 1.27 mm 
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Figure 3.9 Sensible j and friction factor for plain-fin-and-tube heat exchangers with 
varying fin spacings (a) 2.12 mm (b) 1.59 mm (c) 1.27 mm 
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Figure 3.10 Sensible j and friction factor for wavy-louvered heat exchangers 
with varying fin spacings (a) 2.12 mm (b) 1.59 mm (c) 1.27 mm 
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Table 3.1 Sensible j and f factor correlations for plain-fin-and-tube and 
wavy-louvered heat exchangers under wet and dry conditions. 
Parameter range: 950 ~ ReDcoll ~ 2300 and 1.27 nun ~Is ~ 2.12 nun 
Heat Exchanger Condition Correlation 
Idry = 0.6382(Re Dcoll to.4327 ~ ( r~' 
DColI 
Dry ( roo, j dry = 0.2651(Re Dcoll to.394S ~ 
DCol1 
Plain-Fin-and-Tube 
Uncoated ( f. feu I wet = 0.4940(Re Dcoll to.3662 _s_ 
DColI 
Wet 
j wet = 0.3627(Re Dcoll to.344S ~ ( r'M 
DCol1 
( f. r'" I dry = 0.08515(ReDcoll to. 1209 _5_ DColI 
Dry 
( roo . - 0 5737(R t 2691 ~ 
.1 dry - • e Dcoll D 
Coli 
Wavy-Louvered 
Uncoated ( f"" Iwet = 0.437(ReDcOIl to.33S7 ~ 
DCol1 
Wet 
jwet = 0.4393(ReDCOIl to.3894 ~ ( r~ 
DCol1 
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Table 3.2 Root mean square values for sensible j and f factor correlations developed for 
plain-fin and wavy-louvered heat exchangers under wet and dry conditions 
Plain-Fin, Wavy-Louvered 
, 
.Dry'. Wet· Dry Wet 
ffactor 10.5 22.3 17.2 8.6 
Sensiblej 9.5 5.3 16.4 5.8 
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Chapter 4 - Modeling Condensate Retention 
By calculating the total volume of retained condensate on a plain-fin heat 
exchanger and mUltiplying the volume by the density of water the mass of retained 
condensate on a heat exchanger surface may be determined. For this research the volume 
of the retained condensate is estimated by droplets adhering to the fin surfaces and . 
bridges between adjacent fins at fin-tube junctions. A force balance is used to detennine 
the maximum size for each condensate geometry. Using digital image analysis a droplet 
distribution smaller than the maximum size may be found along with the percentage of 
the total heat transfer area that is covered with condensate. A good estimate for the mass 
of retained condensate may then be calculated after the maximum size, the droplet 
distribution, and the area covered are determined. 
Retained Condensate Size Distribution 
The approach used to find condensate size distributions was similar to Graham 
[20] who detennined droplet size distributions for dropwise condensation on a vertical 
mirror-smooth copper surface at atmospheric pressure. Equations 4.1 and 4.2 show the 
fonn used in Graham's distributions. 
where 
AN = BJ D-l.73 
AN = B2 D-2.8 
for 10,um < D < 0.2Dmax 
for 0.2 Dmax < D < Dmax 
AN is the number of drops of diameter D±0.2D per cm2 
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(4.1) 
(4.2) 
Graham found a change in the droplet distribution at a droplet diameter of 500 
micrometers attributed it to droplet departure mechanisms for drops larger than 500 
micrometers and coalescence of droplets for drops smaller than 500 micrometers. The 
maximum drop diameter observed by Graham was 2500 micrometers. The largest drop 
diameter found in this research ~as much larger than that found by Graham but a change 
in distribution was found to occur at approximately the same DlDmax• 
For this research, the droplet distribution is difficult to determine from the heat 
exchangers because of the tight fin spacing. Therefore instead of studying the droplet 
distribution on the heat exchanger, a stock fin sample was exposed to condensing 
conditions inside a glove box and photographs were recorded. Various locations on the 
fin were recorded so that the variation in drop distributions for different parts of a fin 
could be determined. Furthermore, the amount of surface area covered by drops varies 
along a heat exchanger fin and by studying various locations and determining how much 
of the surface is covered by drops for each location, a more accurate model could be 
developed. The selected areas that were studied for the stock fin sample that was exposed 
to condensing conditions are shown in Table 4.1. The photographs were recorded at 
distances of approximately 5.1,10.2, and 15.3 cm from the top of the fin sample and are 
named as the top, middle and bottom sections respectively. The droplets were colored 
black to increase the accuracy of the image analysis done by Scion Image. Scion Image 
calculated the area of each droplet and an equivalent diameter was determined using 
Equation 4.3 for each droplet. 
D .~tA-equw 
1[ 
(4.3) 
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Droplet distributions and percentage of heat transfer area covered by condensate droplets 
was detennined for each section and results are shown in Table 4.2. A variable bin size 
with drop diameter D±O.ID was used to detennine the distributions. The results obtained 
from each section were then used to characterize the droplet distribution and area 
coverage for the top, middle, and bottom sections of a heat exchanger. The percentage of 
heat transfer area covered by droplets was similar for the top and middle sections; 
however a big decrease in area covered was seen for the bottom section. This can be 
attributed to sweeping effects where the bottom section will be affected by all the droplets 
that sweep from the above two sections. 
Retained Condensate Geometries 
The total quantity of retained condensate is estimated by considering two 
condensate geometries. Condensate was observed to accumulate as droplets adhering to 
the fin surfaces and as bridges between adjacent fins at fin-tube junctions. Korte and 
Jacobi. [9] developed equations to calculate the volume of droplets and bridges. Force 
balances were used to detennine the maximum sizes of the condensate droplets and 
bridges. 
Figure 4.1 shows a droplet adhering to surface with a circular contact line and at 
an inclination angle of a.. The heat exchangers used for this research had vertical fin 
surfaces or an inclination angle of a. = n12. The equation used to calculate the volume of a 
droplet is given by Equation 4.4 as a function of the mean contact angle and diameter of 
the droplet. 
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(4.4) 
where 
Applying a force balance on the condensate droplet shown in Figure 4.1 will give 
an estimate for the maximum droplet diameter. The balance between gravitational, 
surface tension, and air-flow forces as shown in Equation 4.5 may be used to determine 
the maximum droplet size. 
Fgy +Fsy +Fdy =0 (4.5) 
where 
Condensate retention experiments showed that the quantity of retained condensate was 
independent of air-side Reynolds number so the proposed model will assume the air-flow 
forces to be negligible in the y-direction The maximum droplet diameter for the plain-
fin-and-tube heat exchangers used in this research can then be determined from a balance 
between the gravitational and surface tension forces. The maximum droplet diameter that 
was observered from the glove box experiments was also measured using Scion Image. 
Table 4.3 shows that the maximum droplet diameter obtained from the force balance 
analysis is in good agreement with the droplet diameters measured from the glove box 
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experiments. Although the droplet distribution and percentage of area covered varied 
between the top, middle, and bottom sections, the measured diameters from the glove box 
experiments show that the maximum droplet diameter does not change between different 
sections. 
Figure 4.2 shows a condensate bridge between adjacent fins at a fin-tube junction. 
Similar to the condensate droplets, Korte and Jacobi [9] determined the maximum size of 
a fin-tube bridge by a force balance between surface tension and gravitational forces. The 
surface tension forces in the y direction are given in Equation 4.6 and 4.7. 
The opposing gravitational force is given by Equation 4.8. 
Equation 4.9 is used to calculate the volume Qf a fin-tube bridge. 
where 
and 
A, ~ (1rRi {Yz :OR )- ~[Ri -(~rr 
A, =(1rR; {O, :Yz)+ ~ [R; -(~ rr 
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(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
R - Deoll ,- 2 
R= Is 
2 2sin(BA 7""~) 
By using Equation 4.6 through Equation 4.9, neglecting air-flow forces, and applying a 
force balance in the y direction the maximum length of the fin-tube bridge can be 
determined. 
L = 2Jfs COSBR +2ylcos(1i-BJ+ PlgA, - PlgIA2 
max Plg/fs (4.10) 
where y is the surface tension of water. Equation 4.11 shows a relationship which was 
developed by Jasper [21] to determine the surface tension as a function of temperature 
given in degrees Celsius. 
y(mN / m) = 75.83 - O.1477T (4.11) 
which is valid over a temperature range of 10°C < T < 100°C. 
Proposed Retention Model 
The total mass of retained condensate may be estimated by summing the mass of 
condensate contributed by droplets with the contribution by fin-tube bridges as shown in 
Equation 4.12. Details of the condensate retention model are discussed in Appendix D. 
D ...... 
M = ATP fND 'V DdD+ P'VbridgeN"Nf 
20J.lln 
(4.12) 
Several assumptions were made to estimate the mass of retained condensate. The plain-
fin-and-tube heat exchanger was assumed to be fully wet. The droplet distributions on the 
fin surfaces are not effected by droplets on adjacent fin surfaces. Bridges only occur at 
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the fin-tube junction and not between adjacent fins. Finally, it was assumed that all of the 
fin-tube regions were filled with condensate bridges of length Lmax detennined by 
Equation 4.7. 
Retention Modeling Results 
After detennining the droplet distributions, percentage of heat transfer areas 
covered by condensate droplets, and contact angles the total volume and mass of retained 
condensate can be estimated. Table 4.4 shows a comparison between measured mass of 
retained condensate from the experiments and the predicted mass of retained condensate 
given by the model. The comparison is made for three of the plain-fin-and-tube heat 
exchangers with fin spacings of 1.27, 1.59, and 2.12 mm. The measured mass of retained 
condensate is from experiments with the heat exchangers exposed to an air velocity range 
of approximately 0.8 mls to 2.0 mls. The model predicted the mass of retained condensate 
based on maximum droplet diameters detennined from the force balance analysis and 
from droplets measured from the glove box experiments. Furthennore, contact angles 
from an unexposed fin surface and contact angles from a fin surface exposed to prolonged 
condensing conditions were used to compare the quantity of retained condensate on fins 
with different characteristics. The results show that the mass of retained condensate 
estimated by the model with contact angles typical of an exposed fin surface is within the 
range of the measured mass for the heat exchanger with a fin spacing of 2.12 mm. 
However, the mass of condensate estimated by the model is higher than the measured 
mass for the exchangers with a fin spacing of 1.59 and 1.27 mm. The discrepancy is more 
pronounced with increasing fin density and can be attributed to the assumption that 
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droplets on the fin surfaces are not effected by droplets on adjacent fin surfaces. For the 
heat exchangers with higher fin density there is an increased likelihood of droplets on a 
fm surface interacting with droplets on an adjacent surface. Bridges may form between 
droplets on adjacent fins and increased sweeping may occur reducing the quantity of 
retained condensate. Furthermor~, the maximum diameter of droplets predicted by the 
model was greater than the measured values. Table 4.5 shows the predicted maximum ' 
quantity of retained condensate as fin-tube bridges. The values shown should 
overestimate the quantity of retained condensate because not all of the regions 
downstream of the tubes will be filled with bridges. Although the model for the plain-fin-
and-tube heat exchangers overestimated the quantity of retained condensate, the model 
was relatively good considering the complex physics involved. 
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Figure 4.1 Droplet adhering to a surface with a circular contact line 
at an inclination angle of a = rr./2 (adopted from [9]) 
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Figure 4.2 Forces acting on bridges retained between fins at fin-tube junction [9] 
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Table 4.1 Photographs of a stock fin sample that was exposed to condensing conditions at various locations. 
Original photograph Condensate droplets colored black 
• •  ... 
Table 4.2 Droplet size distributions and percentage of heat transfer area covered by 
condensate droplets for stock fin sample at various locations. 
20,um < 0 <O.2Dmax " I 0.2 Dmax < 0 < Dmax I.' , 
% Area covered AN/LiD % AreacQvered AN/AD 
Top 19.1 2.05x109 D-2.74 22.7 3.44xl08 D-2.37 
Middle 23.2 8.41x108 D-2.60 18.6 5.24x108 D-2.47 
Bottom 5.4 1.93xl06 D-2.61 12.5 7.08x109 D-2.96 
Table 4.3 Comparison of maximum droplet diameters determined from model 
and droplet diameters measured from glove box experiments. 
DIIJU,JIleaS-t (nun) 
DPIIIl\,model (mm) 
SA ==8'.6°~~==4l.4° SA ==85.5° SR= 37.30 
Top 4.2 4.8 4.9 
Middle 4.4 4.8 4.9 
Bottom 4.3 4.8 4.9 
Table 4.4 Comparison between measured mass of retained condensate and 
predicted mass of condensate on heat exchanger surface. 
Predicted mass of retained. condensate (g) 
MeasuredllUlSS Plain-fin heat 
exchanger of retained SA =89.6
0 9R=42.4° SA ==85.5° SR= 37.30 
con.densate(g) 
• DPIIIl\,measuml D PIIIl\, model DPIIIl\, measmed DPIIIl\, model 
t: =2.12 mm 186 - 242 250 273 212 237 
t: = 1.59 mm 237 -264 315 347 264 298 
fs = 1.27 mm 267 - 281 380 421 315 357 
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Table 4.5 Predicted mass of condensate retention as fin-tube bridges. 
Plain-fin heat exchanger Predicted mass of retained condensate (g) 
" SA =:: 89.6° Sa = 42.4° SA = 85.5° Sa = 37.30 
t: = 2.12 mm 50 33 
fs = 1.59 mm 48 25 
fs = 1.27 mm 47 16 
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Chapter 5 - Conclusions and Recommendations 
In this chapter the conclusions drawn from the condensate retention and heat 
transfer experiments conducted on plain-fin-and-tube and wavy-louvered heat exchangers 
are presented. A model was developed for plain-fin heat exchangers and conclusions are 
presented here as well. Furthennore, recommendations for future experimental work and 
condensate retention modeling are discussed. 
Real-time and Steady-state Condensate Retention 
• Real-time retention for the plain-fin-and-tube heat exchangers showed a pronounced 
maximum behavior. The mass of retained condensate increased until reaching a 
maximum. Shortly after reaching the maximum, the quantity of retained condensate 
dropped but would eventually reach a steady value, reflecting an equilibrium between 
condensate deposition and shedding. However, as the fin density for the plain-fin-
and-tube heat exchangers increased the pronounced maximum behavior disappeared. 
Instead of having a pronounced maximum behavior, the mass of retained condensate 
steadily increased and approached a maximum value. This steady increase in 
condensate retention behavior was similar to that seen for the wavy-louvered heat 
exchangers with fin spacings of 1.27, 1.59, and 2.12 mm. 
• Steady-state condensate retention experiments showed that the quantity of retained 
condensate was independent of air flow velocities in the rage of this study. The 
quantity of retained condensate was dependent on fin geometry and contact angles. 
For both plain-fin and wavy-louvered heat exchangers the retained condensate 
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divided by the total heat transfer area increased with increasing fin density. At the 
same fin spacing the quantity of retained condensate for a plain-fin heat exchanger 
was about 10 to 20% less than for the wavy-louvered heat exchanger, depending on 
the fin spacing. 
Air-Side Heat Exchanger Performance 
• An increase in f factor was seen for the plain-fin and wavy-louvered heat exchangers 
when tested under wet conditions. The condensate that fonns on a heat exchanger 
under condensing conditions will restrict flow and increase the pressure drop across 
the heat exchanger which increases the f factor. For the plain-fin-and-tube heat 
exchanger with a fin spacing of2.12 mm the increase in ffactor under wet conditions 
was approximately 45%, whereas the increase in f factor increased to about 70% 
when the fin spacing decreased to 1.27mm. For the wavy-louvered heat exchangers 
the increase in f factor under wet conditions was about 30% for all the fin spacings 
tested. 
• A degradation in sensible j was observed for the plain-fin-and-tube heat exchangers 
under condensing conditions. The difference in j seemed to be more significant as the 
fin spacing decreased. At a fin spacing of 2.12 mm the difference in j was 
approximately 50% and at a fin spacing of 1.27 mm the difference increased to about 
120%. The reduction in j may be attributed to the condensation that accumulates on 
the heat exchanger surfaces. Condensate bridges that fonn more easily for heat 
exchangers with tighter fin spacings will decrease the amount of heat transfer area. 
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The increased number of bridges may explain the more severe degradation in sensible 
j factor for the heat exchangers with tighter fin spacings. 
• For the wavy-louvered heat exchangers a decrease in j was also seen under wet 
conditions. The decrease in j was more significant for the heat exchangers with wider 
fin spacing. For the wavy-louvered heat exchanger with a fin spacing of 1.27 mm, the 
difference in j under wet and dry conditions is approximately 50% whereas the 
difference increased to about 80% when the fin spacing increased to 2.12 mm. 
• A comparison was also made between the plain-fin-and-tube and wavy-louvered heat 
exchangers with the same fin spacing. Under dry conditions, friction factor and j 
factor for the wavy-louvered heat exchanger was higher than for the plain-fin 
exchanger. The higher sensible j for the wavy-louvered heat exchanger can be 
attributed to the higher heat transfer coefficient caused by the louvers that restart the 
thermal boundary layer. The higher sensible j factor found for the wavy-louvered heat 
exchanger under dry conditions disappeared once condensation formed on the 
exchanger because when a heat exchanger operates under wet conditions, condensate 
bridges fill up inter-louver gaps and the boundary layer is no longer restarted. 
Condensate Retention Modeling 
• A force balance between gravitation and surface tension forces was used to determine 
the maximum droplet diameter for the plain-fin-and-tube heat exchangers used in this 
research. The maximum droplet diameter that was determined from the force balance 
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analysis was found to be in good agreement with the maximum droplet diameter that 
was observered from the glove box experiments. 
• A stock fin sample was exposed to condensing conditions inside a glove box and 
photographs were recorded to determine droplet distribution and the percentage of 
heat transfer area covered by drops. Various locations on the fin were recorded so that 
the drop distributions and area covered for different parts of a fin could be 
determined. The percentage of heat transfer area covered by droplets was similar for 
the top and middle sections, however a big decrease in area covered was seen for the 
bottom section. This can be attributed to sweeping effects where the bottom section 
will be affected by all the droplets that sweep from the above two sections. 
• Modeling results show that the mass of retained condensate estimated by the model 
with contact angles typical of an exposed fin surface is within the range of the 
measured mass for the heat exchanger with a fin spacing of 2.12 mm. However, the 
mass of condensate estimated by the model is higher than the measured mass for the 
heat exchangers with fin spacings of 1.57 and 1.27 mm. The discrepancy is more 
pronounced with increasing fin density and can be attributed to the assumption that 
droplets on the fin surfaces are not effected by droplets on adjacent fin surfaces. 
Similar to Korte and Jacobi [9], the modeling results from this research were 
relatively successful in predicting the quantity of retained condensate for heat 
exchangers with wider fin spacings where the droplet distributions were independent 
of droplets on adjacent fins. 
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Recommendations for Future Studies 
• In order to improve the condensate retention model and to better understand the 
effects of condensation on the air-side perfonnance of heat exchangers, testing of heat 
exchangers under wet and dry conditions should be continued for heat exchanger 
geometries not tested in this study. It may be useful to study heat exchangers with 
greater length and more tube rows. Furthennore, the effect of contact angles on heat 
transfer should be studied by obtaining experimental data from heat exchangers 
exposed to many hours of use. 
• The current model predicts the mass of retained condensate by accounting for 
condensate fonned as droplets and as fin-tube bridges. To improve the model, other 
condensate geometries such as bridges that fonn between adjacent fins should be 
identified and included in the retention model. Furthennore, air-flow forces on 
retained condensate should be more accurately determined. Circular contact lines 
have been assumed for the droplets adhering to the fin surface. From the photographs 
of the stock fin sample this assumption is shown to be poor for larger droplets. An 
. elliptical contact line may be used to improve the condensate retention model. 
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Appendix A - Data Reduction 
This appendix describes the data reduction techniques and equations used for 
evaluating the perfonnance of wet and dry heat exchangers. Engineering Equation Solver 
(EES) was used for the data reduction. Table A.I shows the equation worksheet used for 
wavy-louvered heat exchangers. A parametric table was used to read in experimentally· 
acquired parameters and to display important perfonnance parameters. Table A.2 shows 
the input and output parameters used in the parametric table. 
Coolant-Side 
The coolant-side mass flow rate was measured with a volumetric flow meter that 
provided a 5 volt dc pulse with 3.092xlOs pulses per cubic meter of liquid. Equation A.I 
was used to calculate the coolant mass flow rate. The outlet coolant temperature was used 
to calculate the coolant density since the meter was located on the return line. 
• 5 (PUlSes) 
mc = 3.092xIO Pc,out S (A. I) 
A single-phase ethylene glycol (DOWTHERM 4000) and water mixture was 
circulated on the tube side of the heat exchanger. The volume fraction of glycol was 
detennined by measuring the specific gravity of the mixture with a hydrometer. The 
manufacturer supplied property tables and by using the specific gravity of the mixture, 
property relations as shown in Table A.4 were developed. 
Equation A.2 shows a correlation developed by Gnielinski [22] that was used to 
detennine the coolant-side heat transfer coefficient, hi. The correlation was chosen 
because it was applicable to the Reynolds number of this study 
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h.= 
(I 1s)(Rec -1000)prc 
. kc (A.2) 
I ~ Dit 1+12.7(/1s) 2(pr~_1) 
The friction factor is 
Ie = (O.79ln(Rec )-1.64t2 (A.3) 
where 
R PcVcDit 
ec = (A. 4) 
Pc 
and 
Pr = CPcJ.ic (A.5) 
c k 
c 
Air-Side 
The velocity of the air at the heat exchanger face was measured using a constant 
temperature thermal anemometer. As recommended by the manufacturer the velocity 
needed to be calibrated based on the temperature and pressure at the heat exchanger face. 
The calibrated velocity was calculated using Equation A.6. 
Vfr (273.15 + Tfr (DC )).101.325 
V fr,CIlli = 294. 1Patm (A.6) 
Air properties were computed using thermophysical property functions that were built 
into EES. 
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Heat Transfer Rates 
Equations A.7 through A.9 were used to calculate the heat transfer rates. 
Calculations were based on measurements made at the test section inlet and outlet. The 
data used for this study required that air-side and coolant-side heat transfer rates were 
within 10%. 
(A.7) 
(A.8) 
(A.9) 
Fin Efficiency 
An equivalent circular area is recommended by ARI strandard 410 [18] for 
calculating the fin efficiency of plate-type fins. The equivalent inner radius for fins with 
collars touching adjacent fin is calculated using Equation A.l O. 
(Dot +28) r. = ~::!--..!. 
. I 2 (A. 10) 
The fin efficiency for the heat exchangers was determined by applying the sector 
method. The sector method with conduction for plain-fin heat exchangers is depicted in 
Figure A.l. Constant thickness hexagonal fms attached to round tubes made this method 
applicable. Fins are approximated by circular segments constructed by dividing each 
hexagonal fin into the same number of equal segments. The data reduction for this project 
divided each hexagonal fin into 8 zones. Each zone was then divided into 4 sectors. After 
the length of the edges of each zone is approximated, the radius ratio, Rn, and the surface 
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area, Sn, of each sector can be calculated. Equation A.ll and Equation A.I2 are used to 
calculate the radius ratio and surface area for sectors with constant edge M or zones 2,3,6, 
and 7. 
where n = 1, 2, 3 ... N is the number of sectors in each zone. 
where 
and 
M=St 
2 
L= S[ 
2 
(A.II) 
(A. 12) 
(A. 13) 
(A. 14) 
Equation A.I5 and Equation A.I6 are used to calculate the radius ratio and surface area 
for sectors with constant edge L or zones 1,4,5, and 8. 
R;, = M (2n_I)2(!:...)2 +1 
rif 2N M 
(A.15) 
(A.16) 
After detennining the radius ratio, the Hong and Webb [22] equation is used to detennine 
the fin efficiency. Hong and Webb modified the Schmidt [23] equation for fin efficiency 
of a circular fin with a round tube to cover a wider range. 
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where 
and 
¢J = tanh(mH')cos(O.ImH') 
mH' 
(A. 17) 
(A.I8) 
(A. 19) 
The fin efficiency of each sector is calculated and then with the surface area of each 
sector, the fin efficiency is then determined by applying Equation A.20. 
N, 
L¢JnSn 
¢J = ..::.:n=:::...~ __ 
!Sn 
(A.20) 
n=! 
where Ns is the number of sectors in each zone. 
Figure A.2 shows the sector method with conduction for determining fin 
efficiency for constant thickness hexagonal louvered fins. The technique uses similar 
calculations to find the fin efficiency of a plain fin. The only difference is that the radius 
ratio has been modified for a better approximation. Equation A.21 is applied to find 
radius ratio for sectors with constant M edge. 
[M' (2~;ln;;.r J+hl 
Rn=~--------------~-- (A.2I) 
1j 
This radius ratio calculation was modified from the plain fin equation by replacing M 
with Ms and L with Ls. These two values were measured directly. The height of the 
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louvers hI was added to the sectors with constant Ms. The equations used to find surface 
area and the radius ratio for sectors with constant L edge remained unchanged. 
Air-Side Heat Transfer Coefficient 
The surface temperature was compared to the dewpoint of the air to determine if 
the heat exchangers were wet or dry. If the surface temperature was greater than the 
dewpoint the dry air-side heat transfer coefficient was used. However, if the surface 
temperature was found to be lower than the dewpoint of the air, then an effective air-side 
heat transfer coefficient for wet conditions must be determined. 
(A. 22) 
By knowing the fin efficiency, the air-side heat transfer coefficient is determined by 
iterating the data reduction equations. 
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Figure A.I: Sector method with conduction for determining fin efficiency 
for constant thickness hexagonal plain fin 
o 
o 
o 
Figure A.2: Sector method with conduction for determining fin efficiency 
for constant thickness hexagonal louvered fin 
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Table A.I Engineering equation solver worksheet used for wavy-louvered exchangers 
PROCEDURE HUMl(Tdp_inC: P_satl, WI) 
C8=-5.8002206*10A3 
C9=-5.516256 
Cl 0=-4.8640239* 1 OA( -2) 
Cll=4.1764768*lOA(-5) 
CI2=-1.4452093*10A(-8) 
C13=6.5459673 
Cl =-5.9745359* 10A3 
C2=-5.1523058*10A(-I) 
C3=-9.677843*10A(-3) 
C4=6.2215701 *10A( -7) 
C5=2.0747825*10A(-9) 
C6=-9 .484024 * 1 OA( -13) 
C7=4.1635019 
IF (Tdp_inC>O) THEN 
P_satl:=Exp(C8rrdp_inK+C9+CI0*Tdp_inK+Cll*(Tdp_inK)A2+CI2*(Tdp_inK)A3+C13 *In(Tdp_inK)) 
wI :=O.62188*P _satll(101.325-P _satl) 
ELSE 
Tdp_inK:=Tdp_inC+273.15 
P_sat1:=Exp(Clrrdp_inK+C2+C3*Tdp_inK+C4*(Tdp_inK)A2+C5*(Tdp_inK)A3+C6*(Tdp_inK)A4+C7* 
In(Tdp_inK» 
wl:=0.62188*P _satll(101.325-P _satl) 
ENDIF 
END 
C8=-5 .8002206* 10A3 
C9=-5.516256 
CI0=-4.8640239*10A(-2) 
Cll=4.1764768*10A(-5) 
CI2=-I.4452093*10A(-8) 
C13=6.5459673 
C 1 =-5 .9745359* 10A3 
C2=-5.1523058* 1 OA( -1) 
C3=-9.677843*10A(-3) 
C4=6.2215701 *10A(-7) 
C5=2.0747825*1 OA( -9) 
C6=-9 .484024 * 1 OA( -13) 
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Table A.I (cont.) 
C7=4.1635019 
Tin_airK:=Tin_air+273.15 
P _airl :=Exp(C8/ Tin_airK+C9+CI0* Tin_airK+Cll *( Tin_airK)"2+CI2*( Tin_airK)"3+C13*ln( 
Tin_airK» 
W _air 1 :=O.62188*P _airll(10 l.325-P _airl) 
ELSE 
Tin_airK:=Tin_airC+273.15 
P _airl:=Exp(ClI Tin_airK+C2+C3* Tin_airK+C4*( Tin_airK)1\2+C5*( Tin_airK)1\3+C6*( 
Tin_airK)1\4+C7*ln( Tin_airK» 
W _airl:=O.62188*P _airll(10 1.325-P _airl) 
ENDIF 
END 
PROCEDUREHUM2(Tdp_outC: P_sat2, w2) 
C8=-5 .8002206* 101\3 
C9=-5.516256 
CI0=-4.8640239*101\(-2) 
Cll=4.1764768*101\(-5) 
CI2=-1.4452093*101\(-8) 
C13=6.5459673 
Cl =-5.9745359* 101\3 
C2=-5.1523058*101\(-I) 
C3=-9.677843*101\(-3) 
C4=6.2215701 *101\(-7) 
C5=2.0747825 * 101\(-9) 
C6=-9.484024* 1 01\(-13) 
C7=4.1635019 
P_sat2:=Exp(C8!Tdp_outK+C9+C10*Tdp_outK+Cll*(Tdp_outK)1\2+CI2*(Tdp_outK)1\3+CI3*ln(Tdp_ 
outK» 
w2:=O.62188*P _sat2/(101.325-P _sat2) 
ELSE 
Tdp_outK:=Tdp_outC+273.15 
P_sat2:=Exp(Cl!Tdp_outK+C2+C3*Tdp_outK+C4*(Tdp_outK)1\2+C5*(Tdp_outK)1\3+C6*(Tdp_outK)" 
4+C7*ln(Tdp _ outK» 
w2:=O.62188*P sat2/(101.325-P sat2) 
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Table A.I (cont.) 
ENDIF 
END 
C8=-5.8002206* 10A3 
C9=-5.516256 
C10=-4.8640239*10A(-2) 
C11=4.1764768*10A(-5) 
C12=-1.4452093*10A(-8) 
C13=6.5459673 
C1 =-5.9745359* 10A3 
C2=-5. 1523058* lOA(-l) 
C3=-9.677843 * 1 0A(-3) 
C4=6.2215701 *10A(-7) 
C5=2.0747825* lOA( -9) 
C6=-9 .484024 * 1 OA( -13) 
C7=4.1635019 
IF (Tout_air>O) TIffiN 
Tout_airK:=Tout_air+273.15 
P _air2:=Exp(C8/ Tout_airK +C9+C10* Tout_airK +C11 *( Tout_airK)A2+C12*( 
Tout_airK)A3+C13*ln( Tout_airK» 
W _air2:=O.62188*P _air2/(10 l.325-P _air2) 
ELSE 
Tout_airK:=Tout_airC+273.15 
P _air2:=Exp(ClI Tout_airK+C2+C3* Tout_airK+C4*( Tout_airK)A2+C5*( Tout_airK)A3+C6*( 
Tout_ airK)A4+C7*ln( Tout_ airK» 
W _air2:=O.62188*P _air2/(10 1.325-P _air2) 
ENDIF 
END 
PROCEDURE IruMSAT1(Tsin: P_s1, ws1) 
C8=-5.8002206* 10A3 
C9=-5.516256 
C1 0=-4.8640239* 1 OA( -2) 
C11=4.1764768*10A(-5) 
C12=-1.4452093*10A(-8) 
C13=6.5459673 
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Cl =-5.9745359* 10"3 
C2=-5. 1523058* 10"(-1) 
C3=-9.677843*10"(-3) 
C4=6.2215701 *10"(-7) 
C5=2.0747825* 10"(-9) 
C6=-9.484024* 1 0"( -13) 
C7=4.1635019 
IF (Tsin>O) TIIEN 
Table A.1 (cont.) 
TsinK:=Tsin+273.15 
P_sl:=Exp(C8fTsinK+C9+CI0*TsinK+Cll*(TsinK)"2+CI2*(TsinK)"3+C13*ln(TsinK» 
wsl:=0.62188*P _sll(101.325-P _sl) 
ELSE 
TsinK:=Tsin+273.15 
P _ s 1 :=Exp(ClfTsinK +C2+C3*TsinK +C4*(TsinK),,2+C5*(TsinK),,3+C6*(TsinK)"4+C7*ln(TsinK)) 
wsl:=0.62188*P _sll(101.325-P _sl) 
ENDIF 
END 
PROCEDURE HUMSA T2(Tsout: P _s2, ws2) 
C8=-5.8002206*10"3 
C9=-5.516256 
CI0=-4.8640239*10"(-2) 
Cll =4.1764768* 1O"{ -5) 
CI2=-1.4452093*10"(-8) 
C13=6.5459673 
Cl =-5.9745359*10"3 
C2=-5. 1523058* 10"(-1) 
C3=-9.677843 * 10"(-3) 
C4=6.2215701 *10"(-7) 
C5=2.0747825*10"(-9) 
C6=-9 .484024 * 10"(-13) 
C7=4.1635019 
IF (Tsout>O) mEN 
TsoutK:=Tsout+ 273.15 
P _s2:=Exp(C8fTsoutK +C9+C1 O*TsoutK +Cl1 *(TsoutK)"2+C 12*(TsoutK),,3+C13 *In(TsoutK)) 
ws2:=O.62188*P _s2/(101.325-P _s2) 
ELSE 
TsoutK:=Tsout+ 273.15 
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Table A.I (cont.) 
P _s2:=Exp(C1rrsoutK +C2+C3*TsoutK +C4*(TsoutK)A2+C5*(TsoutKY3+C6*(TsoutKY4+C7*ln(Tsout 
K» 
ws2:=0.62188*P _s2/{101.325-P _s2) 
ENDIF 
END 
C8=-5.8002206* 10A3 
C9=-5.516256 
ClO=-4.8640239* lOA(-2) 
C11=4.1764768*10A(-5) 
C12=-1.4452093 * lOA( -8) 
C13=6.5459673 
C1 =-5.9745359* lOA3 
C2=-5.1523058*10A( -1) 
C3=-9.677843*10A( -3) 
C4=6.2215701 *10A(-7) 
C5=2.0747825*10A( -9) 
C6=-9 .484024 * 1 OA( -13) 
C7=4.l635019 
IF (Tout_calc>O) THEN 
Tout_calcK:=Tout_calc+273.15 
P_calc:=Exp(C8rrout_calcK+C9+C10*Tout_calcK+C11*(Tout_calcKY2+C 12*(Tout_calcKY3+C13 *In( 
Tout_calcK» 
wout_ calc:=O.62188*P _calc/(!01.325-P _calc) 
ELSE 
Tout calcK:=Tout calc+273.15 
- -
P _calc:=Exp(C1rrout_calcK+C2+C3*Tout_calcK+C4*(Tout_calcKY2+C5*(Tout_calcKY3+C6*(Tout_c 
alcKY4+C7*ln(Tout_ calcK» 
wout_calc:=0.62188*P _calc/(!01.325-P _calc) 
ENDIF 
END 
"11 Input parameters from table: 
T Jr. Tin_air, Tout_air, Tdp _inF, Tdp _ outF. Tin _ c, Tout _ c.R _ c,fpi, DelP _air, V fi" 
"Geometry" 
Hf=8 *Convert( in,m) 
W=12*Convert(in,m) 
Lf=1.737*Convert(in,m) 
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{Height offin, m} 
(Width of H){, m} 
{Length of Fin. m} 
D _ coll=D _ ot+ 2*delta 
L t=W*Nt 
D _it=(0.371-0.031 *2)*Convert(in,m) 
D _ ot=(O.3 71 )*Convert( in,m) 
delta=.0045*Convert(in,m) 
Nf=fpi*12 
Nfs=NfI'2-1 
Nt=16 
fp=(lIfpi)*Convert(in,m) - delta 
"Area Cales" 
A fr=HfI'W 
Table A.I (cont.) 
{Diameter oj col/ar, m} 
{Tube Length. m} 
{Inside diameter oJtube, m} 
{Outside diameter oj tube, m} 
{Fin Thickness, m} 
{Number oj Fins given /Pi} 
{Number oj Fin Surfaces} 
{Number oJ Tubes} 
(fin pitch) 
A_min=A_fr-(delta*HfI'Nf)-(8 *D_ot*(W-NfI' delta» 
{Frontial Area, m"2} 
{Minimum free flow area, m"2} 
Afs=(HfI'Lf)-{Nt*{D _ ot+2*delta)A2)*(pil4) 
Atr=(W-NfI'delta)*pi*(D _coIl) 
Af=Nfs*Afs 
At=Nt*Atr 
A tot=Af+At 
A_i=pi*D_it*L_t 
"Coolant Side" 
Tin _ cF=Tin _ c* 1.8+32 
Tout_cF=Tout_c*I.8+32 
A _ ct=(D _it)"2/4*pi 
~c=R_c/10/1170.54*O.003785 
V _c=~c/A_ct 
m_c~c*FU1o_c 
"Colant Properties, 32.6% Concentration" 
{Density oJCoolant, Kg/m"3} 
{Area pe1'fin surface, m"2} 
{Area per tube row, mA2} 
{Totalfin area, mA2} 
{Total tube Area m"2} 
{A_tot=AJ+At m"2} 
{Cross Section Area oJTube, m"2} 
{Volumetric Flow Rate oJCoolant, m"3/s} 
{Kg/s} 
Rho _ c=( «-0.361 004E-07)*(Tout_ cF)"3 )-«0.281889E-04 )*(Tout_ cF)"2)-(0.0 127283 *Tout_ cF)+67.0996)/0.06243 
{Viscosity oJCoolant, Ns/mA2} 
Vis_c=«(-0.980059E-05)*(Tin_cF),,3)+«0.232579E-02)*(Tin_cF),,2)-(0.216794*Tin_cF)+9.47314)*(IE-03) 
{Conductivity oJCoolant, W/mK} 
k _ c=«( -0.20751 OE-07)*(Tin _ cF)"3 )+«0.251828E-05)*(Tin _ cF)"2)+(0.289039E-
03*Tin_cF)+0.231444)/0.5778/1000 
{Specific Heat oj Coolant, KJ/KgK} 
, Cp _ c=«( -0.27201 OE-07)*(Tin _ cF)"3 )+«0.3 70036E-05)*(Tin _ cF)"2)+(0.259944E-03 *Tin _ cF)+ 
0.829350)/(2.389E-04)/l000 
"Coolant-Side Heat TransJer CoeffiCient; Gnielinski correlation" 
Re_c=(FU1o_c*V _c*D_it)Nis_c {based on inside tube diameter} 
Cc=(O.79*ln«Re_c»-1.64)A(-2) {Friction Factor oJCoolant} 
Pr _ c=Cp _ c*Vis _ clk _ c 
Nu _ c=«C c/8)*«Re _ c)-1000)*Pr _ c)/(1 + 12. 7*«f_ c/8)A0.5)*«(Pr_c)A(2/3»-I» 
h_i=Nu_c*k_c/(D_it) {KW/m"2-K Tube Side Heat TransJer Coefficient} 
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"AirSide" 
Tdp _ inC=(Tdp _ inF-32)/1.8 
Tdp_outC=(Tdp_outF-32)/l.8 
CALL HUMI(Tdp_inC:P_satl, wI) 
Table A.I (cont.) 
CALL HUMAIRI(Tin_air:P_airl, W_airl) 
CALL HUM2(Tdp_outC:P _sat2, w2) 
CALL HUMAIR2(Tout_air:P _air2, W _air2) 
RH_in=P _satllP _air I 
RH _ out=P _ sat21P _ air2 
T_mair=(Tin_air+Tout_air)/2 
w _ mair=(wl +w2)/2 
"Air Properties" 
Rho_air=Density(AirH20,T=T_mair,P=101.325,w=w_mair) 
Vis_air=Viscosity(AirH20,T=T_mair,P=101.325,w=w_mair) 
k_air=Conductivity(AirH20,T=T_mair,P=101.325,w=w_mair)11000 
Cpin_air=I.006+1.845*wl 
Cpout_air=I.006+1.845*w2 
Cp _ mair=(Cpin _ air+Cpout_ air)/2 
hin_air=Enthalpy(AirH20,T=Tin_air,P=101.325,w=wI) 
hout_air=Enthalpy(AirH20,T=Tout_air,P=101.325,w=w2) 
V _adj=V jr*(273.15+Tin_air)/(273.15+Tjr) 
m _ dot_ air=V _ adj*Rho _ air* A jr 
{Mean Air Temp} 
{Mean Humidity Ratio} 
{Kg/m"3} 
{Ns/m"2} 
{KW/mK} 
{KJ/KgK} 
{KJ/KgK} 
{KJ/Kg} 
{KJ/Kg} 
{Air Velocity Calibration} 
V _max=V _adj*(Ajr/A_min) * (Density (AirH20,T=Tin_air,P=101.325,w=wI) / Rho_air) 
"Heat Transfer Rate" 
CLref=m_c * Cp_c*(Tout_c-Tin_c) 
CLsens=m_dot_air*Cp_mair*(Tin_air-Tout_air) 
CL tot=m _ dot_ air*(hin _ air-hout_ air) 
CLave=( CL tot+CL ret)/2 
CL error=( CL ref-CLave )/CL ave* 100 
"Fin Efficiency Calculation" 
Ts _m=(Tsin+ Tsout)/2 
Ms=0.013825 
Ls=O.00735 
WD=Ms 
LN=Ls 
Kt=O.3387 
hfg=2501 
D AB=0.26E-4 
Le=k air/(Rho air*Cp mair*D AB) 
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{KW} 
(KW) 
{Kw/m-C, AR1410, C122000} 
{Binmy mass diffusion coefficient} 
Table A.1 (cont.) 
"Sector method with conduction" 
m2=(2*h_effIKtidelta)"O.5 
r_if=(D_ot+2*delta)/2 (equivalent inner radius for fins with collars touching adjacent fin) 
Nsectors=4 
Duplicate n=l, Nsectors 
"Octans I , 4, 5 and 8" 
R[n]=(WD/r_if)*««(2*n-l)/(2*Nsectors»)"2)+(LNIWD)"2»)"O.5 
S[n]=(r_if"2)/2*«R[n],,2)-I)*(arctan(n*WDlNsectorslLN)-arctan«n-1)*WDlNsectorsILN»*pilI80 
Rho[n]=(R[n]-1 )*(1 +0.35*ln(R[nD) 
H[n]=r_if*Rho[n] 
Eff[n]=tanh(m2*H[n])*cos(O.1 *m2*H[ n])/(m2*H[n]) 
Num[n]=4*Eff[n]*S[n] 
Den[n]=4*S[n] 
"Octans 2 ,3,6 and 7" 
R[2*Nsectors+l-n]=(WD/r_if)*««(2*n-I)/(2*Nsectors»),,2)*(LNIWD)"2)+I)"O.5 
S[2*Nsectors+l-n]=(r_if"2)12*«R[2*n+l-n],,2)-I)*(arctan(n*LNINsectorslWD)-
arctan( (n-I ) *LNIN sectorslWD» *pil180 
Rho[2*Nsectors+ l-n]=(R[2*Nsectors+ I-n]-I )*(1 +0.35*ln(R[2*Nsectors+ I-n]) 
H[2*Nsectors+ I-n]=r _if*Rho[2*Nsectors+ I-n] 
Eff[2*Nsectors+ I-n ]=tanh(m2*H[2*Nsectors+ I-n])* 
cos(O.1 *m2*H[2*Nsectors+ l-n])/(m2*H[2*Nsectors+ I-n]) 
Num[2 *Nsectors+ I-n ]=4*Eff[2*Nsectors+ I-n ]*S[2*Nsectors+ I-n] 
Den[2*Nsectors+ l-n]=4*S[2*Nsectors+ I-n] 
End 
Num=SUM(Num[n], n=I,Nsectors)+SUM(Num[2*Nsectors+l-n], n=l, Nsectors) 
Den=SUM(Den[ n], n= 1 ,Nsectors )+SUM(Den[2*Nsectors+ I-n], n= 1, Nsectors) 
Phi=NurnlDen 
Eta=(Phi*Af+At)/A_tot 
R_a=lI(Eta*h_eff* A_tot) 
R _ t=ln(D _ otID _ it)/2/piIKtIL _ t 
R m=R t+R a 
- - -
R i=11h ilA I 
- --
"Heat Transfer Coefficient Calculation" 
C I =(R _ m+R _ i)/Cp _ mair*hwet* A_tot 
CI *(hin_air-hsl)=Tsin-Tin_c 
CALL HUMSA T1 (Tsin:P _ s I, ws I) 
CALL HUMSAT2(Tsout:P _s2,ws2) 
hsl=Enthalpy(AirH20,T=Tsin,P=IOI.325,w=wsl) 
hs2=Enthalpy(AirH20,T=Tsout,P=IOI.325,w=ws2) 
hhl =«hin _ air-hs I )-(hout_ air-hs2»/lmhd 
hin_air=(exp(hhl»*(hout_air-hs2)+hsl 
ttl =«Tin _ air-Tout_ c )-(Tout_ air-Tin_ c »Ilmtd 
Tin_air=( exp(ttl »*(Tout_ air-Tin _ c)+ Tout_ c 
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Table A.I (cont.) 
qsens _ calc=hwet* A _ tot*lmtd 
Tout_calc=Tin_air-(qsens_calc/m_air/Cp_mair) 
CALL HUMCAL(Tout_ calc: P _calc, wout_ calc) 
hout_ air=Enthalpy(AirH20,T=Tout_ calc,P=1 01.325, w=wout_ calc) 
RH2 _ calc=RelHum(AirH20,T=Tout_ calc,P=1 0 1.325, w=wout_ calc) 
Rl =(wl-ws 1 )*(llLe"(2/3)-1 )*hfgl(hin _ air-hs 1) 
R2=(w2-ws2)*( llLe"(2/3)-1 )*hfgl(hout_ air-hs2) 
b 1 =(bin _ air-hs 1 )/Cp _ mair/(Tin _ air-Tsin)-1 
b2=(hout_ air-hs2)/Cp _ mair/(Tout_ air-Tsout)-1 
"j & f factor" 
Rho_airavg=(Density(AirH20,T=Tin_air,P=101.325,w=wl)+Density(AirH20,T=Tout_air,P=101.325,W= 
w2»/2 
Rho_air12=(Density(AirH20,T=Tin_air,P=101.325,W=Wl)lDensity(AirH20,T=Tout_air,P=101.325,w=w 
2» 
Rho_airal=Rho_airavg/Density(AirH20,T=Tout_air,P=101.325,w=w2) 
DelP _airN=DelP _air*249.08891 {N/m"2} 
Area _ mt=A _ mini A_tot 
Area _ mf=A _ mini A _ fr 
Dh=4*A_min*LflA_tot 
m air=V fr*Rho air*A fr 
- - - -
G_air=V_rrmx*Rho_air 
Re_Dh=G_air*DhlVis_air 
Re _ coll=G _ air*D _ colllVis _air 
Pr _ air=CIL mair*Vis _ air/k _ air 
St_air=Nu_Dcolll(Re_D_coll*Pr_air) 
Nu _ Dcoll=hwet*D _ colllk _air 
f=«2*DelP_airN*Rho_air)/(G_air)"2 )*Area_mt-(1+(Area_mf)"2 )*( Rho_air12-1 )*Area_mt*Rho_airal 
j=St air*(Pr air)"(2/3) 
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Table A.2 Input and output parameters used in the engineering equation solver (EES) 
parametric table. 
Input Parameters 
, 
Parameter '; Definition 
fpi Fins per inch 
Vfr Air-flow face velocity (mls) 
Tfr Air-flow face temperature eC) 
Tin, air Air inlet temperature eC) 
Tout, air Air outlet temperature eC) 
Tdp . 
,m Inlet dewpoint temperature (Of) 
Tdp,out Outlet dewpoint temperature eF) 
Tin,c Coolant inlet temperature eC) 
Tout, c Coolant outlet temperature eC) 
DelP air Pressure drop across heat exchanger (in H2O) 
Rc Coolant flow rate (pulses/1 Os) 
QutputParameters,: 
qerr Energy balance 
Vmax Velocity based on minimum free flow area 
ReDcoll Reynolds number based on collar diameter 
ReDh Reynolds number based on hydraulic diameter 
Rec Coolant Reynolds number based on inner diameter 
f Friction factor 
j Sensible j factor 
NUDco// Nusselt number based on collar diameter 
NUDh Nusselt number based on hydraulic diameter 
h Air-side heat transfer coefficient (KW/m2K) 
hi Coolant-side heat transfer coefficient (KW/m2K) 
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Table A.3 Definitions of calculated parameter 
Parameter Defmition 
Gair V rnaxPair 
Vrnax v.{:~X~: J 
ReDh 
GairDh 
Pair 
ReDcoli 
GairDeol1 
Pair 
NUDcoli 
hDeoli 
Kair 
j StPr% 
Nu h 
St --= RePr GairCp . 
IIIlI" 
Prair 
Cp ""'ir Pair 
Kair 
CPePe 
Pre Ke 
Sc Kair 
Le - = pr PairCP. . DAB I/tQ/r 
f 2AP~P ... ( A",;. J-(1 +0-' { p"" .. 
G air A,ot Pair ,out 1)( A",;. X ~ J Atot Pair ,in 
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Table A.4 Coolant property evaluations 
Property Relation 
k (~) 0.2314+ 2.89xlO-4(TceF»)+ 2.518xl0-6(Tc(OF)Y - 2.075xlO-8(~(0 F)Y 
c ~m.K 0.5778 
( kg) (67.099-1.273xlO-2 ~eF) - 2.819xlO-S(~(OF)Y -3.61Oxl0-8 (Tc(OF)Y} Pc ~m3 0.06243 
( N.s) 
Pc ~ m2 9.473xl0-
3 
- 2.167xl 0-4 (~e F»)+ 2.326xl 0-6 (~e F) Y - 9.80xl 0-9 (Tc (OF»)3 
C ( kJ '\ 0.8293 + 2.599xlO-4(~eC»)+ 3.700xlO-6(~eC)y - 2.720xlO-8(~(OC»)3 
Pc kg.K) 0.2389 
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Appendix B - Buckingham Pi Analysis 
The Buckingham Pi theorem was used in finding the independent parameters for 
the sensible j and f factor correlations. The theorem detennines the relationship between a 
function expressed in dimensional parameters and a related function expressed in 
nondimensional parameters. By using the Buckingham Pi theorem the determination of 
the nondimensional parameters are found quickly and easily. 
Determining the n Groups 
The determination of the dimensionless groups used to correlate the j and f data 
can be found by following a six step procedure as outlined by Fox and McDonald [25]. 
1. Determine all the geometric and flow parameters involved in the phenomenon. 
2. Select a set of fundamental dimensions. (mass, length, time, etc). 
3. Express the parameters in terms of the fundamental dimensions. 
4. Choose a set of repeating parameters from the whole set of parameters. The 
number of repeating parameters used should equal the number of fundamental 
dimensions. Furthermore, no repeating parameters can have the same net 
dimensions differing only be a single exponent. Finally be sure that the 
repeating parameters includes all of the fundamental dimensions. 
5. Form dimensionless groups by setting up dimensional equations. Combine the 
repeating parameters from step 4 with all the other parameters. 
6. Using the fundamental dimensions, verify that the dimensionless groups are 
indeed dimensionless. 
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Dimensional Analysis for j Factor 
To detennine the nondimensional variables involved in the j factor correlation, the 
dimensions and air-side properties found in Equation B.l were used. A total of 15 
variables were used. 
q = /(H, W,L,SI' SI'1s ,8 f ,D coil , k air ,Pair ,Pair' C p,air ,m,AT) (B.l) 
A set of four fundamental dimensions were used: mass, length, time, and temperature. 
Setting up dimensional equations, we obtain the following 11 dimensionless groups: 
m TI9 =---
D coil J.L air 
The functional relationship is then given by Equation B.2. 
n =~ 4 
Deoll 
n - K air 8 -
Cp,airPair 
(B.2) 
Each dimensionless group can be expressed as a product of itself with another 
dimensionless group and with some algebraic manipulation well known nondimensional 
numbers were found. 
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TI9 = liz . Dcoll . Dcoll _ VairDcollPair = Re 
D H W- . Deoll 
cold·J air f.J aIr 
similarly by using q = hAAT 
Equation B.3 shows the simplified functional relationship. 
H W L SI St is 8 f NUDcoll = f(--,--,--,--,-.-,--,--,Pr,ReDeoll,Ec) (B.3) 
D call D call D coil D call D call D call D call 
By using the relationship between the Nusselt number and the sensible j factor 
. Nu 
J= RePr~ (B.4) 
the j factor can be expressed as shown in Equation B.5 
. f H W L SI St is 8 f J = (--,--,--,--,--,--,--, ReDeoll ' Ec) 
D call D call D call D call D call D coil D call 
(B.5) 
For the heaf exchangers studied in this project many of the geometric parameters were 
constant. If the Eckert number and constant dimensionless groups are neglected the 
functional relationship for j factor is shown in Equation B.6. 
j = f(j; , ReDeoll ) 
eoll 
(B.6) 
The proposedj factor correlation is then shown below in Equation B.7. 
j = C(Re Deoll )a (..L)b 
Dcoll 
(B.7) 
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where C, a, and b are constants which may be determined by performing a regression on 
the dimensionless variables. 
Dimensional Analysis for f Factor 
In determining the nondimensional variables involved in the f factor correlation, 
the dimensions and air-side properties found in Equation B.8 were used. A total of 12 
variables were used. 
(B.8) 
Similar to the j factor analysis a set of three fundamental dimensions were used: mass, 
length, and time. Setting up dimensional equations, we obtain the following 9 
dimensionless groups: 
H IT1 =--
Deoll 
W IT2 =--
Deoll 
IT =~ 5 
Deoll 
L IT3 =--
Deoll 
IT =~ 6 
Deoll 
IT = ~D~ll Pair 
9 • 2 
m 
The functional relationship is shown in Equation B.9. 
or 
(B.9) 
(B.IO) 
With some algebraic manipUlation this can be rewritten as shown in Equation B.II. 
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H W L Sl St Is Of 1= IC--,--,--,--,--,--,--,ReDcoll ) 
Dcoll Dcoll Dcoll Dcoll Dcoll Dcoll Dcoll 
(B.II) 
If the constant dimensionless groups are neglected the functional relationship for f factor 
is shown in Equation B.12. 
1= ICls ,ReDcoll ) 
eoll 
(B.12) 
The proposed j factor correlation is then shown below in Equation B.13. 
1= C(ReDcOll )0 (.-L)b 
Dcoll 
(B. 13) 
where C, a, and b are constants. 
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Appendix C - Uncertainty Analysis 
Uncertainties in the experimentally measured and reduced data are discussed in 
this appendix. The errors in the measured parameters are discussed and propagated to 
estimate the uncertainties in the calculated parameters. 
Uncertainty in Measured Parameters 
The errors associated with the various experimental measurements are shown in 
Table C.l. The dewpoint of the air was measured by chilled mirror hygrometers and had 
a measurement uncertainty of ±O.2°C. Coolant flow rate was measured using an 
oscillating piston type flow meter with a measurement uncertainty of ±O.5%. Air-flow 
velocities were measured using a constant temperature thermal anemometer with a 
calibrated uncertainty of±l%. An electric manometer with an uncertainty of±.O.124 Pa 
was used to measure the air-side pressure drop across the heat exchanger. Type-T 
thermocouples were used to measure the air temperature and the coolant temperature. 
Each thermocouple was individually referenced to a thermocouple located in an ice bath 
and calibrated to a NIST traceable mercury-in-glass thermometer. Calibration data were 
fit with fifth order polynomials for each thermocouple. The uncertainty associated with 
t1:.le thermocouples was ±O.3°C. 
Uncertainty in Calculated Values 
The uncertainties in calculated experimental values were determined usmg 
techniques by Kline and McClintock [26]. The propagation of error through the measured 
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values introduces an uncertainty in calculated parameters. Equation C.I was used to 
detennine the uncertainties in the calculated values. 
Where 
Wx =[(Ox ~J2 +(Ox W2J2 + ... +(Ox WnJ2]~ oJ; or; or,. 
Wn = uncertainty of variable n, n=I,2,3, ... ,n 
W x = propagating uncertainty in result 
ax = partial derivative of result with respect to variable, n 
oYn 
Uncertainty in Coolant Mass Flow Rate 
(C.l) 
The uncertainty in coolant mass flow rate is calculated using Equation C.2. As 
published by the manufacturer, the volumetric mass flow rate meter has an uncertainty of 
0.5%. This along with the uncertainty in the number of pulses is used to find the 
uncertainty in coolant mass flow rate of 0.7%. 
W [(W J2 2 ]~ .;.c = Pc.out +(WRC) +(0.5%)2 
Pc out Rc mc . . 
(C.2) 
Uncertainty in V max 
Equation C.3 was used to determine the propagated uncertainty for V max. The 
frontal velocity was measured directly using an constant temperature thermal anemometer 
with a calibrated uncertainty of 1 %. The uncertainty was found to be approximately 10% 
with an uncertainty in ~ of 1.66% and Am of2.78%. 
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WV.... [(WVair J2 + (WAfr J2 +(W ~J2 +(Wp~r:in J2 +(Wp~ir J2]~ 
V max = Vair A fr Amm Pall' ,'11 Pair 
(C.3) 
Uncertainty in Air-Side Reynolds Number 
The uncertainty in air-side Reynolds number is based on collar diameter and 
calculated using Equation C.4. The uncertainty in collar diameter and the air properties 
are negligible compared to the error in V max, therefore the uncertainty Reynolds number is 
also approximately 10%. 
w. [(W J2 (W J2 (W J2]~ ReDcoIl = ~ + ~ + ~ 
Re Dcoll Gair Dcoll Pair 
(C.4) 
Uncertainty in Air-Side Friction Factor 
The uncertainty in air-side friction factor is determined by Equation C.5. Since the 
uncertainty in air density is small compared to that of V max, the uncertainty in mass 
velocity is also found to be approximately 10%. With an uncertainty in A.nm of 2.78% and 
Awl of 1.68% the uncertainty in air-side friction factor is determined to be 20.3%. 
(C.5) 
Uncertainty in Air-Side Sensible Heat Transfer Coefficient 
The uncertainty in air-side sensible heat transfer coefficient is calculated using 
Equation C.6. An uncertainty in coolant-side sensible heat transfer coefficient hi of 10% 
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is used based on the Handbook of Single-Phase Convective Heat Transfer [27]. The 
uncertainty in air-side sensible heat transfer coefficient is determined to be 11 %. 
( ~~mr:;. J2 + (~~mr~t J2 + (~~air J2 + (:A/ J2 + (:AP J' + Yo 
alr,m alr,out mair f P 
(;:: J +(~:J +(;~: r +(i: r +(:" J (C.6) 
Uncertainty in Air-Side Sensible Nusselt Number 
The uncertainty in air-side sensible Nusselt number is calculated using Equation 
C. 7. The uncertainty in collar diameter and the thennal conductivity of air are negligible 
compared to the error in air-side heat transfer coefficient, therefore the uncertainty Nusselt 
number is also approximately 11 %. 
(C.7) 
Uncertainty in Sensiblej factor 
The only significant contributions to the j factor uncertainty are from the mass 
velocity and the air-side heat transfer coefficient h. Since the uncertainty in air properties 
are small, the uncertainty in mass velocity is found to be approximately the same as V max 
or 10%. The uncertainty in sensible j factor is calculated using Equation C.8 and 
detennined to be 11.9%. 
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~ = [(~)2 +(WG~r)2 +(Wcp.~;r J2 +(WPr)2]~ 
) h Ga1r CP,alr Pr 
(e.8) 
Uncertainty in Measured Condensate Retention 
The uncertainty in condensate retention measurements was hard to calculate since 
the uncertainties in the electronic balance are negligible to other sources of error. The 
values for the mass of retained condensate determined from the real-time experiments 
agreed within 15% of the measurement that were obtained from removal of the heat 
exchanger from the test section after prolonged operation under condensing conditions. 
While removing the heat exchanger from the test section spilling of condensate and 
evaporation may occur. Furthermore, during real-time condensate retention experiments 
the heat exchangers are exposed to a frontal air velocity, which will introduce friction 
between the heat exchanger and the test section wall, resulting in possible error in the 
eleclFonic balance reading. 
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Table C.l Uncertainties in measured parameters 
Measured Parameter Uncertainty 
M>HX ±0.124Pa 
Tair, in ±O.3°C 
Tair,oUl ±O.3°C 
Te,in ±O.3°C 
Te,out ±O.3°C 
Tdp,in ±0.2°C 
Tdp,out ±0.2°C 
Pulses ±0.5% 
Vair ±l% 
Table C.2 Uncertainties in reduced parameters 
Redu~ P;JEameter UncertaiJlty 
rile 0.7% 
Vrnax 10% 
ReDeolt 10% 
f 20.3% 
h 11% 
NUDcoil 11% 
j 11.9% 
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Appendix D - Condensate Retention Model 
Table D.1 shows the equation worksheet that was used to calculate the maximum 
droplet diameter which was determined from the balance between gravitional, surface 
tension, and air-flow forces given the air flow rate and the advancing and receding 
contact angles. 
The equation worksheet that was used to calculate the mass of retained condensate 
for a plain-fin-and-tube heat exchanger is shown in Table D.2. The total mass of retained 
condensate may be estimated by summing the mass of condensate contributed by droplets 
with the contribution by fin-tube bridges as shown in Equation D.l. 
1 D .... _ 1 D .... _ 1 D .... _ 
M = "3 ATP fND,toP 'V DdD+"3ATP fND,mid'V DdD +"3 ATP fND,bot'V DdD 
O.2D.... O.2D.... O.2D .... 
1 O.2D~ 1 O.2D~ 1 O.2D~ 
+-ATP fND,toP 'V DdD+-ATP fND,mid'V DdD+-ATP fND,bot'V DdD (D.1) 
3 20pm 3 20pm 3 20pm 
+ p'V bridgeN tr N f 
The approach used to get N was similar to Graham [20]. Since a change in the droplet 
distribution was found at 0.2Dmax and the heat exchanger fin was split up into top, middle, 
and bottom sections a total of six droplet distributions were found using a variable bin 
size of D±O.lD. In each of the three sections, a curve fit was drawn through the data of 
log AN versus log D to determine the droplet distributions. This results in a droplet 
distribution for each section of the form AN = BJD -z. The equation for N is obtained by 
dividing the droplet distribution ANby the bin size M>. The variable bin size used for this 
research was M> = 0.2D. Each of the droplet distributions was used to calculate the mass 
of retained condensate for a third of the total fin area. 
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Table-D.I EES code for calculating the maximum droplet diameter 
"Unknowns: V_air, Theta_A, Theta_R" 
alpha=90*pilI80 
S=O.072 
{radians. vertical fins} 
{N/m Gamma} 
T water=12 
rho=DENSITY(Water,T=T_water,P=101.325) 
rho_air=1.225 {Kg/m/\3} 
g=9.81 
x=O.00635 {m} 
Cd=1.22 
nu air=0.0000145 
Rex=V air*xlnu air 
{m/\2/s} 
- -
Theta_M=(Theta_R+Theta_A)12 
Theta _ Rrad=Theta _ R *pil180 
Theta _ Arad=Theta _ A *pil180 
Theta _ Mrad=Theta _ M*pil180 
{degrees} 
{radians} 
{radians} 
{radians} 
"Droplet Volume" 
VoUeft=pi*D _ max1\3/24 
Vot top=2-3 *cos(Theta _ Mrad)+cos(Theta _ Mrad)"3 
Vol_ bot=sin(Theta _ Mrad)1\3 
Volume=VoUeft*Vol_topNol_botlI0001\3 
height=D _ maxl2-D _ maxl2*cos(Theta _ Mrad) 
delta=5.48 *xJRexI\O.5* 1 000 
u=V _ air*(2*heightl(2*delta)-(heightl(2*delta) )"2) 
Reb=u*delta/1000/nu air 
"SUlface Tension" 
Fsx=S * D_maxl2 * (Fsx_topllFsx_botl + Fsx_top2IFsx_bot2) 
F sx _top 1 =sin(Theta _ Rrad)-sin(Theta _ Arad-pi) 
Fsx _ botl =(Theta _ Rrad-Theta _ Arad)/pi + 1 
Fsx _ top2=sin(Theta _ Rrad)-sin(Theta _ A +Pi) 
Fsx _ bot2=(Theta _ Rrad-Theta _ Arad)/pi -1 
"Gravitational" 
Fgx=rho_H20*g*Volume*sin(alpha)*1000 
"Air-Flow" 
Fdx=Cd/2*rho_air*uI\2 * A""pr*1000 
Apr_top 1 =(D _ maxi 1 000)"2 *Theta _ Mrad 
Apr_botl=4 
Apr _top2=(D _ maxi 1 000)"2*cos(Theta _ Mrad)*sin(Theta _ Mrad) 
Apr_bot2=4 
A""pr=Apr_topllApr_botl-Apr_top2/Apr_bot2 
O=Fsx-Fgx-Fdx 
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Table D.2 EES code for calculating the total mass of condensate 
"Unknowns: /pi, D _ mm, exp, mass_drops, Theta _ R, Theta _A. PercentCoverage" 
"Geometry and Properties" 
Hf=8*Convert(in,m) 
W=12*Convert(in,m) 
Lf=1.737*Convert(in,m) 
L t=W*Nt 
{Height offin. m} 
{Width ofHX, m} 
{Length of Fin. m} 
{Tube Length. m} 
D _ coll=(0.40S)*Convert(in,m) 
Nf=fpi*12 
Nfs=Nf*2-1 
Nt=16 
{Outside diameter of tube. m} 
{Number of Fins given /Pi} 
{Number of Fin Surfaces} 
{Number of Tubes} 
{Fin Thickness, m} delta=.004S*Convert(in,m) 
Afs=(Hf*Lf)-(Nt*(D _ coll+2*delta)"2)*(pil4) 
Af=Nfs*Afs 
Area total=Af*100"2 
{Area per fin surface. m"2} 
{Totalfin area. m"2} 
{cm"2} 
Theta _ Arad=Theta _ A *pil180 
Theta_Rrad=Theta_R*pilI80 
Theta _ Mrad=(Theta _ Arad+ Theta _ Rrad)/2 
fs=(lIfpi)*Convert(in,m) - delta 
gamma=(7S.83 - 0.1477*T_water)11000 
T water=12 
rho=DENSITY(Water,T=T_water,P=101.32S) 
g=9.81 
"Condensate Droplets" 
D max=D mm*IOOO 
- -
D min=D.2*D max 
- -
{fin pitch/spacing} 
{N/m Gamma} 
{degrees C} 
{microns} 
{microns} 
top=PercentCoverage/1 00* I 0000"2 
bottom=pil4*(integral(D"{2+exp),D,D_min,D_max» 
C=top/bottom 
{micron"2 covered per cm"2} 
vol_ PerSqCm=C*integral(D"( exp )*vol,D,D _ min,D _ max) 
vol=pi*D"3/24 *«2-3 *cos(Theta _ Mrad)+cos(Theta _ Mrad)"3 )/sin(Theta _ Mrad)"3) 
voUotal=Area_tota1l3*vol_PerSqCm 
mass _ drops=voUota1l1 000000"3*rho* 1000 (g) 
"Fin-tube bridges" 
N=Nt*Nfl3 
rho*g*V=2*gamma*fs*cos(Theta_Rrad)+2*gamma*l*cos(pi-Theta_Arad) 
V=I*Lmax*fs+l* Al-AI *fs 
Al =pi*RI"2*(2*(pil2-Theta_Rrad)/360)-1I2*(RI"2-(1I2)"2)".5 
Rl=D_coW2 
1=2*RI *sin(pil2-Theta_Rrad) 
A2=if(Theta_Arad,pil2,Al_I,0,Al_2) 
A2 _1 =pi*Rl"2*(2 *(Theta _Arad-pil2)/2*pi)+fs/2*(Rl"2-( fS/2)"2)".5 
A2_2=pi*Rl"2*(2*(Theta_Arad-pil2)/2*pi)-fS/2*(Rl"2-(fs/2)"2)".5 
Rl=fs/2/sin(Theta _ Arad-pil2) 
V mm=V*IOOO*IOOO*IOOO 
mass _ bridges=rho*V*N* 1000 
"Total mass of condensate" 
mass total=mass drops + mass bridges 
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{micron"3} 
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